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So what makes a Welsh Rarebit? You’re just about to dip into a
guide containing 39 properties. They’re all different. Very different
– everything from traditional country houses to cutting-edge
boutique boltholes, luxury spas to historic inns, in fact. And they’re
all a million miles removed from the bland, corporate, soulless
places run by the big boys of the so-called hospitality industry.

Ah, hospitality … now there’s a word. In its
proper, warm and welcoming sense it’s one
that can truly be applied to Welsh Rarebits
hotels. Rarebits mightn’t conform to a
standard pattern, but they do share a few
things in common – and one of them is
their genuine hospitality.
It’s why we always include a photograph
of the hosts at each property (how many
other hotel guides do that?). Rarebits
are mainly small- to medium-sized.
What’s more, they tend to be personally
owned and run by hands-on hosts,
which explains their high levels of care
and service.

And, of course, there’s quality too.
Membership to the Rarebits club is by
invitation only. Over the last 30-odd years we
have built up an international reputation as
Wales’ leading collection of places to stay.
We look at things like comfort, attention-todetail, food, décor and all those small touches
that add up to so much, separating the best
from the rest.
At the same time, we embrace individuality.
Take a random look at a few of our properties.
One might be a centuries-old inn where
stagecoaches used to stop, another a trendy
townhouse. Or cool, reinvented seaside hotel
or very tasty restaurant with rooms.
They’re all different.
But they’re all Rarebits.
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Beth am grwydro Cymru drwy gyfrwng
‘Welsh Rarebits?’ Cewch ddarganfod nifer
o lecynnau a chorneli hyfryd o’n gwlad
drwy aros yn y casgliad unigryw yma o
39 o westai gwlad, o dafarndai hanesyddol
ac o ffermydd traddodiadol. Fe gynnigir
rhywbeth arbenning gan bob un ohonynt
er eu bod yn dra gwahanol i’w gilydd. Mae
rhywbeth yma at ddant pawb a’r bwyd
a’r croeso yn arbennig. Mynnwch weld
eich gwlad eich hun cyn crwydro’r byd –
a hynny drwy aros yn ein gwestai gorau.
Visitez le Pays de Galles à la manière des
‘Welsh Rarebits’. Vous découvrirez le Pays
de Galles en profondeur grâce aux ‘Welsh
Rarebits’, une sélection unique de 39 hôtels,
choisis personnellement. Vous aurez le
choix entre des manoirs et des auberges
historiques. Nos établissements ont tous
du caractère et vous serez sûr d’y recevoir
un chaleureux accueil bien gallois. Comme
on dit dans notre vieille langue: ‘Croeso.
Bienvenue aux Welsh Rarebits!’
Sehen Sie Wales auf die sogenannte ‘Welsh
Rarebits’ Weise. Sie können das wahre Wales
mit den ‘Welsh Rarebits’, einer einzigartigen
Auswahl von 39 persönlich ausgesuchten
Hotels, entdecken. Sie können zwischen
luxuriösen Hotels im Landhausstil und
historischen Gasthäusern wählen. Unsere
Unterkünfte bieten alle etwas Besonderes,
und Sie können sich auf einen warmen
walisischen Empfang verlassen. Wie wir in
unserer Landessprache sagen: ‘Croeso’.
Herzlich willkommen zu den ‘Welsh Rarebits’.

AN
INTERNATIONAL
WELCOME
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Bezoek Wales op de manier van de ‘Welsh
Rarebits’. U zult het echte Wales ontdekken
met behulp van de ‘Welsh Rarebits’, een unieke
verzameling van 39 zorgvuldig gekozen
hotels, herbergen en een kleine selektie
boerderijen. U kunt kiezen uit luxueuze
landhuizen, herbergen en traditionele
boerderijen. Al onze verblijfplaatsen bieden
iets speciaals, zoals u kunt zien in deze
brochure. En u kunt er zeker van zijn dat u
een hartelijk Wels onthaal krijgt. Zoals wij
in onze oude taal zeggen ‘Croeso’ – Welkom
bij de ‘ Welsh Rarebits’.
Visitate il Galles con la ‘Welsh Rarebits’.
Desiderate scoprire tutte le meraviglie
del Galles? Ora potrete farlo, grazie alla
‘Welsh Rarebits’, una catena esclusiva di
39 alberghi, selezionati con gran cura.
Sia che vogliate soggiornare in un lussuoso
albergo di campagna o in una caratteristica
locanda, troverete sempre qualcosa di
speciale. Godete quindi della proverbiale
accoglienza gallese e, come si dice nella
nostra antica lingua celtica, ‘Croeso’
(‘Benvenuti’) alla ‘Welsh Rarebits’!
Visite Gales con ‘Welsh Rarebits’. Descubrirá
Gales en profundidad con la ayuda de ‘Welsh
Rarebits’, una selección única de 39 hoteles,
escogidos personalmente. Podrá escoger
entre unos hoteles de lujo en casas solariegas
y unas hosteriás históricas. Cada uno de
nuestros establecimientos le ofrece algo
especial, y tenga la seguridad de que
recibirá una cálida bienvenida galesa.
Como decimos en nuestra antigua lengua:
‘Croeso’. ¡Bienvenido a Welsh Rarebits!
ウェールズの旅には「ウェルシュ・レアビッツ」
をご利用ください。精選した39のホテル、イ
ン、いくつかのファームハウスが作っている
「ウ
ェルシュ・レアビッツ」を通して、きっと本当のウ
ェールズを発見なさるに違いありません。豪華
なカントリーハウス・スタイルのホテル、古い歴
史をもつコーチング・イン、由緒あるファームハ
ウスなど、
このパンフレットでもおわかりのよう
に、
どこもそれぞれ独特の味わいのあるお宿と
なっております。でもどちらにお泊まりになって
も、
ウェールズならではの暖かい歓迎は同じで
す。
ウェールズの古い言葉で Croeso ・・・・・・
ようこそ「ウェルシュ・レアビッツ」へ。

LOOK &BOOK
If you have flexible travel plans,
Rarebits hotels will be happy to provide
free forward booking from one place to
another. For overseas visitors who want
to stay in a few hotels during their tour,
the Welsh Rarebits Collection team will
be happy to offer advice.
Contact tours@rarebits.co.uk,
+44 (0)1570 470 785.

PRICES

A Short Break rate is charged per person
based on two nights’ dinner, bed and
breakfast. Please check availability with
your chosen hotel.

SPECIAL OFFERS & EVENTS

Keep checking our website, sign up to our
newsletters and join us on social media for
outstanding offers as well as information
on festive breaks, themed events, gourmet
and wine dinners, cookery courses, etc.

AWARDS & ACCOLADES

While we’re not averse to patting ourselves
on the back, we don’t include mention of
the awards, commendations, listings in
the leading guides and the like earned by
individual hotels. Why? Because all of our
members have them – in some cases long,
long lists of them! Welsh Rarebits hotels are
the best of their kind, so it’s hardly surprising
they win awards. Apart from the fact that it
would be repetitive to list them all, we prefer
to use the valuable space at our disposal
to concentrate on individual descriptions.
It reflects our personal philosophy – and
the desire to provide you with a good read.

CANCELLATION & INSURANCE

Please remember that when you confirm your
accommodation you are entering into a legal
contract. If you have to alter your travel plans,
please advise the proprietor immediately.
Your booking can be cancelled by mutual
agreement, but if not, the proprietor is entitled
to claim compensation if you fail to take up the
accommodation. You can, of course, arrange
holiday insurance to cover you for cancellation
and other unforeseen eventualities.

SOCIAL MEDIA
@rarebits

welshrarebitshotels

WelshRarebits

welshrarebits

PAGE ICONS

On each member’s page there are icons
giving you a guideline as to some of the
features available.
WiFi

Electric Car
Charging Point

Swimming Pool

Spa or
Fitness Centre

Dogs Welcome

Meeting Facilities

BOOKINGS
Book online at rarebits.co.uk

Planning your own Welsh Rarebits visit is
now easier than ever. Our online system is
simple and easy to use – at the click of a
mouse you’ll have all your accommodation
arrangements sewn up.
Our brochure is written and designed to
present what we offer in a punchy, modern
way that matches our website, where
you’ll find our online booking service.
For general enquiries call the hotel
directly on the FREEPHONE number
supplied in their listing.

Booking is easy.
Try it at:

rarebits.co.uk
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in this publication,
Welsh Rarebits can accept no liability whatsoever for any errors, inaccuracies
or omissions, or for any matter in any way connected with or arising out of
the publication of the information.
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Gift Vouchers

So this year why not treat a loved one to a stay or a meal at
one of our unique venues by giving them a Welsh Rarebits gift
voucher? Vouchers start from £�5 and are valid for 12 months.

Wherever and whenever you decide to visit,
you’re guaranteed a warm Welsh welcome.
Give an extra special GIFT this year.
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£25 – £500 or more
rarebits.co.uk
info@rarebits.co.uk
+ 44 (0)1570 470 785

www.rarebits.co.uk

Any value
For more information
Email
Tel

uk

From country houses to boutique boltholes, Welsh Rarebits’
members are all different, but they offer the same thing
— genuine Welsh hospitality.

Electric Car Charging Point
Dogs Welcome
Spa or Fitness Centre
Swimming Pool
New Year Package
Christmas Package
Children Welcome

Age restrictions may apply

Meeting Facilities
Access Statement
Available on Website
Suitable for Disabled
WiFi
Licensed for Weddings
& Civil Ceremonies
Honeymoon Suite
Town/ Village Location
Country Location
Number of Rooms/
Suites
Page No.

PICK &
CHOOSE

rarebits.co.uk
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NORTH
01
02
03
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09
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12
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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28
29
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37
38
39

Bodysgallen
The Bull
Castle Cottage
Coes Faen Spa Lodge
The Hand
Penmaenuchaf Hall
Pen-y-Dyffryn
Porth Tocyn
Portmeirion Village
St George’s Hotel
Sychnant Pass
Tre-Ysgawen Hall
Tyddyn Llan
Tŷ’n Rhos
Bear Hotel
Caemorgan Mansion
The Falcondale
Gliffaes
Gwesty Cymru
Harbourmaster
Lake Country House
Lake Vyrnwy
Metropole
Peterstone Court
Y Talbot
The Cawdor, Llandeilo
The Corran Resort & Spa
The Grove, Narberth
Holm House
Lanelay Hall
Llansantffraed Court
Llys Meddyg
No 10 Cardiff
Restaurant James Sommerin
St Brides Spa
Twr-y-Felin Hotel
Penrhiw Priory
Roch Castle
Tŷ Mawr Country Hotel
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12 31
13 25
14 7
15 6
16 13
17 14
18 12
19 17
20 55
22 81
23 12
24 29
25 13
26 19
32 35
33 5
34 17
35 23
36 8
37 13
38 31
39 52
40 109
41 12
42 13
46 25
47 21
48 26
49 12
50 17
51 20
52 8
53 21
54 9
55 46
56 21
57 8
57 6
58 5
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NORTH
Mount Snowdon – Yr Wyddfa in Welsh – rears its head above
all else. The highest summit in Wales and England gives
its name to the Snowdonia National Park. But this big,
bold 845-square-mile Park means more than mountains.
The team that first conquered Everest might have trained
here, but you’ll find a less macho Snowdonia amongst its
sheltered valleys, oakwoods, scenic lakes and sandy coastline.
So white-knuckle climbers and laid-back country walkers
will all find what they want on Snowdonia’s 2,000 miles of
routes and paths. The National Park is by no means the
north’s only attraction. There are also three protected
‘Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty’ – the coastlines
fringing the Isle of Anglesey and Llŷn Peninsula, and grassy,
rolling hills along the borderland Clwydian Range and
Dee Valley. With so much natural beauty it’s little wonder
that North Wales has become the UK’s activities capital.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14

Bodysgallen Hall & Spa
The Bull		
Castle Cottage
Coes Faen Spa Lodge
The Hand at Llanarmon
Penmaenuchaf Hall		
Pen-y-Dyffryn Country Hotel
Porth Tocyn		
Portmeirion Village
St George’s Hotel		
Sychnant Pass Country House
Tre-Ysgawen Hall Hotel & Spa
Tyddyn Llan		
Ty^ ’n Rhos		
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Llandudno
Anglesey
Harlech
Barmouth
Llangollen
Dolgellau
Oswestry
Abersoch
Near Porthmadog
Llandudno
Conwy
Anglesey
Corwen
Caernarfon

LLANDUDNO PIER

12
HALEN MÔN

10

02

HOLYHEAD

11

01

CONWY

BODNANT

14

HORSESHOE PASS

WREXHAM
ERDDIG

CAERNARFON CASTLE

Mt. SNOWDON
LLŶN PENINSULA

09
03

08

04

13
05

07

PONTCYSYLLTE
AQUEDUCT

CADER IDRIS

06

COED Y BRENIN
BIKING

TALYLLYN RAILWAY

Classic
Cont/Character
Character
Contemporary
Character
Classic
Classic
Classic
Cont/Character
Classic
Character
Classic
Character
Classic
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Book Direct 0800 093 8239

01

BODYSGALLEN HALL & SPA
Llandudno

Book Direct 0800 195 3381

02

THE BULL
Beaumaris

MEMBERS SINCE 1985

MEMBERS SINCE 1988

A true HISTORIC HOUSE with historic gardens too – it’s now a NATIONAL TRUST property.
Immaculate in all ways – LUXURIOUS, STYLISH AND SUPREMELY COMFORTABLE, with
accomplished cuisine. Superb facilities – magnificent SPA AND POOL.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS (AND SURPRISES)! All that you would expect of an historic inn – and more.
Old beams, stunning new Townhouse – and a DESTINATION RESTAURANT renowned for its
modern cuisine. SURROUNDED BY HISTORY – mighty Beaumaris Castle at the end of the street.

Llandudno LL30 1RS 0800 093 8239
info@bodysgallen.com www.bodysgallen.com

Castle Street, Beaumaris, Isle of Anglesey LL58 8AP 0800 195 3381
info@bullsheadinn.co.uk www.bullsheadinn.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£165 – £385
31
Classic

Dbl/Suite £185 – £450
Short Break
£260 – £510
Must do
See – and smell – the historic garden
Host
Elgan Roberts

This celebrated hotel needs no real
introduction. Bodysgallen’s reputation
precedes it as one of Britain’s top country
house hotels. Lavish amounts of care
and attention have been devoted to this
distinguished 17th-century house. Skilful,
sympathetic restoration, antique furnishings,
old paintings and fresh flowers everywhere
combine to create an ambience of warmth
and well-being. The extensive grounds
and gardens are equally magnificent, with
terraced lawns, rose gardens and rare
17th-century knot garden box hedges filled
with sweet-scented herbs. With such a
rich heritage, it is entirely appropriate that
Bodysgallen is now the property of the
National Trust by donation, with all profits
benefiting the house and the charity.
The hotel has 15 supremely comfortable
12 THE WELSH RAREBITS COLLECTION

bedrooms together with equally wellappointed cottage suites in the grounds.
The hotel’s food and wine are also of
uncompromisingly high standards. In addition
to the Hall’s fine-dining experience, there is
also a contemporary-style restaurant in the
former coach house where guests can enjoy
a casual atmosphere and innovative food.
Not even the slightest details are overlooked
by the staff at this outstanding hotel.
Bodysgallen’s first-class facilities extend
to a superb spa and leisure complex with
a 50ft swimming pool, whirlpool, sauna,
steam room, gymnasium, beauty treatment
rooms, club room and sun terraces. This
haven of tranquillity seems to exist in its own
privileged world, yet it is close to some of
North Wales’s most popular places, including
Victorian Llandudno and medieval Conwy.
Your host is Elgan Roberts.

£82.50 – £150
25
Cont/Character

Dbl/Suite £105 – £175
Short Break £150 – £232.50
Must do
Visit Beaumaris Castle – a World Heritage Site
Host
David Robertson

The Bull effortlessly pulls off that elusive
mix of traditional charm and cutting
edge contemporary design making it an
aspirational and stylish seaside escape.
Choose to sleep off an abundance of Menai
Straits sea air in either its 400-year-old
Inn complete with original beams and
contemporary fabrics, or in The Townhouse,
its trendy boutique hotel next door where
every room lives and breathes its own
colour theme. The historic bar has cosy low
ceilings, ancient artefacts and squishy sofas.
The toasty log fire is the hub of Beaumaris.
Well-kept hand drawn cask and craft ales,
seasonal mixology and their ever-growing
gin selection make tearing yourself away for
dinner a challenge. But no stay at the Bull
is complete without sampling the critically
acclaimed food … the award-winning
Loft offers carefully sourced and expertly

cooked upscale dining. Menus, driven by the
seasons, change monthly allowing talented
Head Chef, Andy Tabberner, to showcase the
freshest local ingredients available - the wine
pairings are a must. Alternatively, you can eat
more casually in the vibrant Brasserie in the
pretty courtyard. This light and airy, constantly
buzzing space is as much of a joy during the
winter next to its open fire, or in the summer
with the sun beaming in through the open
stable doors. Their seafood wins regular and
justifiably generous plaudits. You’ll find The
Bull on the south-east coast of Anglesey in
the colourful town of Beaumaris. Designated
an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the
Isle of Anglesey is surrounded by some of the
prettiest and most dramatic coastline in the
UK. It’s perfectly placed as a base for exploring
Snowdonia, there’s something there for
everybody come rain or shine.
Hotels of Distinction 2019 13

Book Direct 0800 161 5855

03

CASTLE COTTAGE
Harlech

Book Direct 0800 470 1077

04

COES FAEN SPA LODGE
Barmouth

MEMBERS SINCE 2012

MEMBERS SINCE 2019

FOOD that’s FABULOUS AND INVENTIVE at this award-winning RESTAURANT WITH ROOMS.
Historic building hides ULTRA-MODERN ACCOMMODATION. Cosy, hospitable atmosphere
from OUTSTANDING HOSTS – also a GREAT LOCATION, next to a WORLD-CLASS CASTLE.

The PERSONALISED SPA EXPERIENCE is just the start of it. A TRULY REMARKABLE
transformation of a Victorian lodge into a SOPHISTICATED, INTIMATE, bolthole.
A NEW CONCEPT in 21st-century hospitality, perfectly executed.

Y Llech, Harlech LL46 2YL 0800 161 5855
glyn@castlecottageharlech.co.uk www.castlecottageharlech.co.uk

Barmouth LL42 1TE 0800 470 1077
croeso@coesfaen.co.uk www.coesfaen.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£85
7
Character

Dbl
Must do
Hosts

£130 – £175
Short Break
£200 – £245
Walk Harlech’s battlements, play golf
Glyn & Jacqueline Roberts

Welsh Rarebits and Glyn and Jacqueline
Roberts go back a long way. Castle Cottage
was a founder member of our sister scheme,
Great Little Places. We were big fans
of Glyn’s cooking and Jacqueline’s hospitality
then – and our admiration has become even
greater over the years. So it goes without
saying that we were genuinely delighted to
welcome them into the Rarebits fold a few
years back. There’s a lot of fatuous foodie
talk about ‘passion’ nowadays. It’s not a cliché
when applied to Glyn. His commitment is
long-standing and extraordinary. He’s a clever,
inventive chef, and a great champion of local
produce like Cardigan Bay lobster and sea
bass, and lamb and beef from just up the hill.
His beautifully presented contemporary
cuisine has brought many awards and
accolades, including a ‘top 100 UK restaurants’
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listing. The rooms are right up there too.
From the outside, Castle Cottage’s centuriesold rough-hewn stonework looks its age.
Inside, it’s emphatically 21st century.
The luxurious high-end interior (‘as stylish
as any city designer hotel’) is an entirely
successful mix of old beams and sleek,
modern oak furniture, thick walls and warm,
vivid colours, big, comfy beds, original Welsh
art and wow-factor bathrooms. Believe us:
you’ll be knocked out by the rooms and food,
and revived in the nicest possible way by hosts
who know that real hospitality comes without
fuss or formality. The location is special too,
in the shadow of mighty Harlech Castle, a
World Heritage Site, close to the celebrated
Royal St Davids Golf Club and all that
Snowdonia has to offer.

£115 – £220
6
Contemporary

Dbl/Suite £175 – £260
Short Break
£200 – £295
Must do
Climb Cader Idris and visit Harlech Castle
Hosts
Richard & Sara Parry-Jones

The undiscovered Mawddach Estuary is often
overlooked by visitors on their way to its lofty
honey-pot neighbour, the Snowdonia National
Park, but a stay at Richard and Sara ParryJones’ carefully crafted oasis of calm delivers
the very best of sand, sea AND Snowdonia.
Coes Faen is very deliberately named as a
Spa Lodge. Doing justice to this extraordinary
nirvana is a challenge. It’s safe to say that
we’re impressed, and that’s a challenge too.
What began life as a Victorian lodge has been
reinvented for the 21st century – reborn,
really – using generous space, glass, and that
indefinably calming seaside light to give guests
a remarkable experience cut through with
relaxation, wellbeing, discretion and luxury.
There is no spa in the conventional sense
(Coes Faen doesn’t do convention). What you
have here are individual spas experiences
and features in each bedroom so that you
can have your own private treatments.

The sophisticated bedrooms are as indulgently
individual as they are astounding. There’s
the handcrafted wooden ash bath made by a
boatbuilder, velvet armchairs fit for a palace,
tactile oak floors and Italian marble bathrooms.
Its meticulous interior design that’s playful,
inventive, and inspiring. The all-glass atrium
roof harvests solar energy, a natural rock
outcrop seamlessly incorporated spills clear
spring water into the entrance lobby. Sweeping
views, every conceivable high-tech indulgence,
heated robe warmers, waterproof TV remote
control, computer-controlled lighting for a start
... the food and wine (a mix of Tuscan and Welsh
influences) are of the highest quality too, while
30 acres of beautiful woodland gardens, secret
viewing points and hidden water features, all
shot through with those dreamy views of coast
and country, further enhance Coes Faen’s
romantic, restful personality.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5887

05

THE HAND AT LLANARMON
Llangollen

Book Direct 0800 161 5874

06

PENMAENUCHAF HALL
Dolgellau

MEMBERS SINCE 2009

MEMBERS SINCE 1994

CALM. One word says it all – it’s amongst Rarebits’ most soothing properties. A TRUE COUNTRY
EXPERIENCE – meet the locals in a country inn with a MODERN TWIST. GOOD FOOD – tasty,
inventive cuisine, good value (and fabulous breakfasts).

IMMACULATE, STYLISH country house hotel, grand in appearance with landscaped
grounds. BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN SNOWDONIA LOCATION, where mountains sweep down to
the Mawddach Estuary. HIGH STANDARDS, and attractive, beautifully furnished bedrooms.

Llanarmon Dyffryn Ceiriog, nr Llangollen LL20 7LD 0800 161 5887
reception@thehandhotel.co.uk www.thehandhotel.co.uk

Penmaenpool, Dolgellau LL40 1YB 0800 161 5874
relax@penhall.co.uk www.penhall.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£79 – £120
13
Character

Dbl/Suite £120 – £150
Short Break
£180
Must do
Cross Pontcysyllte Aqueduct, a World Heritage Site
Hosts
Jonathan & Jackie Greatorex & Grant Mulholland

A long and winding road up the beautiful Ceiriog
Valley leads to a crossroads and the tiny village
of Llanarmon, locked away in the undiscovered
Berwyn Mountains. Near to Llangollen as the
crow flies, this soothing retreat is superbly
placed for exploring especially enticing
countryside (one of those ‘best-kept secrets’).
It’s a mix of rolling borderlands, grassy
highlands and hidden valleys, one of which
leads to Wales’s highest waterfall. The Hand
is an ancient hostelry with all the attributes
you’d expect – bags of character, a cosy,
relaxing ambience and a warm welcome from
your hosts, Jonathan and Jackie Greatorex.
As soon as you arrive you feel the weight of the
world dissolving as the surroundings work their
magic. All the classic ingredients are here – old
beams, roaring fireplaces, a casual mix-andmatch of pine and oak furniture, real ale and
16 THE WELSH RAREBITS COLLECTION

good food. The latter is seriously good. Thanks
to the talents of Head Chef Grant Mulholland
and his team, The Hand is renowned for
award-winning food, an inventive marriage of
country fare and sophisticated metropolitan
cuisine. The bedrooms, in a variety of sizes,
reflect similar influences, with rustic décor
and sparkling modern bathrooms. Country
lovers just love the location. You can walk in
the Berwyns for hours with only the sheep
for company and the ever-helpful Hand can
arrange many country pursuits, including horse
riding, fishing and shooting. You may be away
from it all, but you’ll also be in the swing of
things; this gem of a country inn is so much
a part of village life that locals and visitors
mix in unaffected harmony. And to complete
your stay, why not book a bespoke experience
at their new pump house Spa?

£125 – £205
14
Classic

Dbl/Suite £185 – £310
Short Break
£255 – £355
Must do
Walk the spectacular Mawddach Trail
Hosts
Lorraine Fielding & Mark Watson

The description ‘country house hotel’ has
become devalued of late, thrown around
as it now is with great abandon and little
discrimination. Its original meaning – a blend
of dignity and style, supreme comfort, cuisine
and service – can be applied without question
here. What’s more, Penmaenuchaf Hall was
built as a genuine country house in 1860 for
a wealthy cotton magnate, while its status
has once again been validated with another
top award – this time the ‘Most Excellent
Country House’. Mark Watson and Lorraine
Fielding have undertaken an ambitious,
no-expense-spared restoration of this fine,
grey-stoned manor. With such an abundance
of outstanding qualities, it’s difficult to know
where to begin: in the hallway, perhaps,
where opulent furnishings and a blazing
log fire provide a welcome change to the
usual hotel reception area. This theme is

applied throughout, with furnishings and
décor which are the epitome of flair, taste and
style: the library’s plush reds, the lounge’s
marble fireplace, the old slate floors and the
magnificent, individually designed bedrooms.
The Garden Room Restaurant provides a light
and elegant setting for food of the highest
quality. If that were not enough, there’s also
Penmaenuchaf Hall’s prized location, in its own
grounds overlooking the beautiful Mawddach
Estuary. Many country pursuits are available
locally, including excellent salmon, sea-trout
and trout fishing free to residents. The hotel is
also ideally located for two championship links
courses at Harlech and Aberdyfi and for the
increasingly popular sport of mountain biking –
in addition to glorious natural terrain,
the world-class purpose-built trails in the
Coed y Brenin Forest are close by.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5875

07

PEN-Y-DYFFRYN COUNTRY HOTEL
Oswestry

Book Direct 0800 161 5878

08

PORTH TOCYN
Abersoch

MEMBERS SINCE 2003

MEMBERS SINCE 2014

WARM AND WELCOMING, the perfect country retreat. LOST TO THE WORLD in a blissful valley,
the hotel sparkles on the side of a peaceful hill. Ideal for foodies and walkers. BORDERLAND
SETTING, close to four major National Trust properties, including Powis Castle.

TRADITIONAL and TIMELESS, a FAMILY-RUN hotel with an exemplary TRACK RECORD.
INDIVIDUALITY is a strong point – this is no bland, boring country house. SENSATIONAL
COASTAL LOCATION, with VIEWS to match. A reputation for EXCELLENT FOOD.

Rhydycroesau, nr Oswestry SY10 7JD 0800 161 5875
stay@peny.co.uk www.peny.co.uk

Bwlch Tocyn, Abersoch, Pwllheli LL53 7BU 0800 161 5878
bookings@porthtocynhotel.co.uk www.porthtocynhotel.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£99
12
Classic

Double
Must do
Hosts

£130 – £210
Short Break £184 – £278
Explore Powis Castle, Shrewsbury & Chester
Miles & Audrey Hunter

This hotel straddles the Wales/England
border in a landscape that speaks volumes
of the way in which the two countries
historically went their separate ways. Drive
west from Oswestry on an arrow-straight
road that lances through Shropshire
countryside and within a few minutes you
round a corner to be plunged unexpectedly
into a roller-coaster of steep hills and deep
valleys. And there, presiding over the ancient
border of Offa’s Dyke, is the haven of good
food and hospitality that is Pen-y-Dyffryn.
Miles and Audrey Hunter, the hotel’s
agreeable owners, have stopped counting
the newspaper and guidebook cuttings
that praise their ‘cosy and welcoming
small treasure’. On entering this handsome
Georgian ex-rectory it’s immediately
apparent why it attracts such accolades.
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In Audrey’s words, ‘People arrive here on
a Friday night completely stressed out, but
by Sunday morning they never want to leave.’
Pen-y-Dyffryn is homely and comfortable, with
not the tiniest hint of preciousness. It avoids
that precise, immaculately polished fussiness
– with the accompanying hushed tones and
formality – that characterises some country
house hotels. The bedrooms are well appointed
with smart bathrooms, some with spa baths.
The rooms in the adjoining Coach House
(with their own patio areas), are especially
appealing in summer and for guests with pets.
Pen-y-Dyffryn’s cuisine also attracts great
plaudits. Its delicious, imaginative country
cooking is another pleasure to anticipate after
exploring the hotel’s idyllic surroundings,
Pistyll Rhaeadr waterfall and the National
Trust’s Erddig, Powis and Chirk properties.

£85 – £100
17
Classic

Dbl/Suite £120 – £200
Short Break
£214 – £294
Must do
Walk the coast path (it’s almost outside)
Hosts
Nick & Louise Fletcher-Brewer

It’s no disrespect to this classic beside-thesea country house hotel to say that the first
thing you notice about Porth Tocyn is the
view. It’s sensational. The hotel sits on a
bluff high above the southern coast of the
Lly^ n Peninsula, commanding a stunning
panorama that seems to take in most of
North Wales – on a clear day you can
see along the peninsula all the way to
the top of Snowdon and across the bay
to castle-crowned Harlech. Flop into one
of the comfy couches in the lounge, play
games, read books… Porth Tocyn is that
kind of place, offering traditional hospitality
with little concession to fleeting fashion.
It’s a well-known and well-regarded Welsh
hotel, with a long track record of family
ownership and continuity. Your hosts Nick

and Louise Fletcher-Brewer took over from
Nick’s parents in the 1970s, so you’re in safe
and experienced hands. Nick’s gregariousness
and impish sense of humour sets the tone.
Porth Tocyn does things its own way – and it’s a
way that guests like, judging by the hotel’s host
of loyal fans. The rooms are generously sized
and finished in a variety of styles, many have
been refurbished and most come with those
fabulous sea and mountain views. There’s a lot
of space downstairs in which to lounge, and
the beautiful grounds contain gardens, an
outdoor heated swimming pool and tennis
court. Nick and Louise pay particular attention
to the food – dinner here is another reason
why Porth Tocyn inspires such loyalty. It’s easy
to walk it off too – the coast path runs almost
to the door.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5862

09

PORTMEIRION VILLAGE														
near Porthmadog

GWESTY PORTMEIRION

A TRUE ONE-OFF, an architecturally dazzling Italianate village with a strong Welsh flavour.
Choice of TWO VERY DIFFERENT HOTELS PLUS SERVICED COTTAGE SUITES, the latter
scattered throughout the village. MAGNIFICENT SURROUNDINGS in dense gardens with
spectacular sea views.

CASTELL DEUDRAETH

MEMBERS SINCE 1994

Single
Rooms

£109 – £319
44

Dbl/Suite £124 – £344
Style
Character

Short Break

£184 – £394

Dbl/Suite £124 – £274
Style
Contemporary

Short Break

£184 – £334

Single
Rooms

£109 – £249
11

Hotel Portmeirion/Castell Deudraeth, Minffordd, Penrhyndeudraeth LL48 6ER
0800 161 5862 stay@portmeirion.wales
www.portmeirion.wales

Host
Must do

Robin Llywelyn
Explore Portmeirion’s fabulous private peninsula

What does Portmeirion mean to you?
Whatever your impression, we’ll bet that
– unless you’ve visited – you don’t fully
appreciate what this unique place has to
offer. It really is unique. For a start, it’s a
complete village of architecturally amazing
buildings set on its own private peninsula
overlooking sand, sea and mountain. It was
the creation of iconoclast and architect
Sir Clough Williams-Ellis, who populated
his make-believe village with Italianate,
oriental and Tudor-style buildings. Reality
and unreality are blurred to such an extent
that Portmeirion is forever remembered as
the setting – make that the star – of The
Prisoner, the baffling 1960s TV series that
has become a cult worldwide. In the middle
of it all, like a presiding bejewelled potentate,
sits waterfront Hotel Portmeirion, whose

guests also have the pick of deluxe cottage
suites located a short walk away in the village
itself. These are charming one-offs, part of
Sir Clough’s vision of an entire, otherworldly
village. There’s yet more accommodation
at a second hotel, Castell Deudraeth. This
imposing castellated mansion demonstrates
characteristic individuality and flair, but with
a modern twist. It was always Sir Clough’s
wish that the mansion and its formal gardens
become a full part of his village by opening
its doors to guests. From the outside, Castell
Deudraeth retains its original character as
an impressive Grade II listed 19th-century
house. But within, the conventional rule
book has been thrown away. In place of the
expected country house interior, Castell
Deudraeth embraces contemporary trends
with its cool, clean, uncluttered lines, neutral
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beguiling, eclectic character matches that of
its surroundings. Decoration and furnishings
in its glittering rooms are based on many
disparate influences and themes. There’s
the Mirror Room, for example, with floor-toceiling gilt-framed mirrors. Throughout you’ll
see artefacts and antiques brought from as
far afield as China. The curvilinear art deco
dining room is a stunning space designed
to convey the atmosphere of a grand ocean
liner. At high tide it seems almost to be afloat,
an impression enhanced by the stone ship
permanently moored outside (Sir Clough
liked a joke)! Guests enjoy fine classical
cuisine based on the best local ingredients.
There’s also an important local flavour to the
hospitality, served up by friendly staff under
the stewardship of Robin Llywelyn without
any unnecessary stuffiness. In addition to the
luxury hotel accommodation, Welsh Rarebits

colours and natural materials. Local slate
and oak are used to achieve that most subtle
of balances – style allied with simplicity.
With its ‘less is more’ philosophy it could be a
fashionable boutique hotel in central London
or New York. We think Sir Clough would have
approved. The spacious suites are exquisitely
furnished with big beds, whirlpool baths, real
flame gas fires, underfloor heating and all
contemporary facilities. Guests can dine in
Castell Deudraeth’s informal brasserie-style
restaurant or at nearby Hotel Portmeirion.
Wherever you choose to stay, you’ll have full
access to the village, where other attractions
include the Mermaid Spa, outdoor pool (open
May to September), lush gardens, woodlands,
hidden coves and beaches. The village is
especially magical at night when you have
the place to yourself.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5636

10

ST GEORGE’S HOTEL
Llandudno

Book Direct 0800 161 5882

11

SYCHNANT PASS COUNTRY HOUSE
Conwy

MEMBERS SINCE 2016

MEMBERS SINCE 2005

Elegant, historic seaside hotel that has moved with the times. It’s HOMELY and SOPHISTICATED,
CLASSIC and CONTEMPORARY, with superbly appointed rooms, many with dreamy sea views,
excellent service and food, in a prime spot on the prom.

HOMELY, COMFORTABLE ACCOMMODATION for all tastes, and a great place to relax after
a day out in the mountains. Very attractive and well-equipped spa, with superb SWIMMING
POOL. All of North Wales on your doorstep – a perfect base for touring coast and country.

The Promenade, Llandudno LL30 2LG 0800 161 5636
reservations@stgeorgeswales.co.uk www.stgeorgeswales.co.uk

Sychnant Pass Road, Conwy LL32 8BJ 0800 161 5882
office@sychnantpasscountryhouse.co.uk www.sychnantpasscountryhouse.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£114 – £145
81
Classic

Double
Must do
Host

£139 – £190
Suite
£299 – £350
Walk along the prom and pier
Tony Burns

We do like to be beside the seaside. We really
do. And St George’s is a shining example
of why the popularity of the Great British
Seaside – at one time in decline – nowadays
goes from strength to strength. The hotel
has been sitting regally on Llandudno’s
candy-coloured seafront, a promenade full
of delicious architectural detail, since 1854.
But it’s no dusty dowager. It mightn’t have
changed much from the outside, but within
they have pulled off that most difficult of
tricks: keeping the look, preserving the
period ambience and judging to perfection
the pace of change needed to meet – and
exceed – modern expectations. Take the
bedrooms. There are 5 Deluxe Sea-View
Rooms with Balcony offering you panoramic
views of the Llandudno Seascape, all
enjoyed from the highest point of the hotel
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– the Rooftop. These sumptuous rooms
feature everything you need for a relaxing
and luxurious stay. Most come with lovely
sea or town views. Downstairs, the Terrace
Restaurant is a classic space – with classic
views over the seafront and pier (plus
great service and succulent food). But the
hotel’s undoubted wow-factor feature,
defining its heritage, is the Grade II listed
Wedgwood Room (where breakfast is
served), a theatrical space with wondrous,
impossibly ornate plasterwork that’s a true
work of art. St George’s is a warm-hearted
hotel occupying one of the finest positions
on Llandudno’s promenade. As one fan
remarked, the hotel entices because of ‘its
‘homeliness, its up-to-dateness, its comfort’.
Oh, and the afternoon teas are pretty good
too. Your host in this simply scrumptious
hotel beside the sea is Tony Burns.

£115 – £155
12
Character

Dbl/Suite £115 – £200
Short Break
£209 – £279
Must do
Visit Conwy Castle, walk the town walls
Hosts
Janet McLarty & Hugh Rees Phillips

Sychnant Pass Country House has the
ambience of a proper, lived-in house rather
than that of a grand country hotel. It’s an
important distinction. Sychnant Pass’s many
homely touches immediately put guests at
ease, a feeling reinforced by hosts Janet
McLarty and Hugh Rees Phillips who believe
in high standards of hospitality without
undue fussiness. Having said that, the house
itself has a substantial appearance and
setting, high on a mountain pass with a big,
formal terrace overlooking beautiful lawns
and wooded grounds. Within there’s another
big space, a warmly decorated lounge that’s
a popular focal point with guests, with no
shortage of settees in which to relax after
a day’s walking in Snowdonia. Not that you
have to travel even that short distance for
exercise. One of Sychnant Pass’s biggest

assets is its superb modern spa, complete
with a good-sized indoor heated pool, sauna,
well-equipped gymnasium and outdoor patio
with hot tub. The bedrooms come in many
different styles and sizes. Around half are
spacious suites (two of which have their own
hot tubs), while many have private terraces.
Some rooms have four-posters, others grand
carved beds. In terms of décor, some make
bold, theatrical design statements in their
choice of furnishings and fabrics, while
others are more neutral in tone – so there’s
something for all tastes. This comfortable,
convivial hotel is in a restful location that’s
handy for North Wales’s coast and country.
Historic Conwy, with its World Heritage
castle, is just down the hill, Llandudno a mere
15 minutes away, and Betws-y-Coed at the
gateway to Snowdonia not much further.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5891

12

TRE-YSGAWEN HALL HOTEL & SPA
Anglesey

Book Direct 0800 161 5894

13

TYDDYN LLAN
Corwen

MEMBERS SINCE 2014

MEMBERS SINCE 1986

A SUPERB COUNTRY HOUSE HOTEL with REAL PRESENCE and STYLE.
Period surroundings that come WITHOUT POMPOSITY. EXCEPTIONAL STAFF AND SERVICE,
and a leading, state-of-the-art SPA.

A FOODIE’S FAVOURITE – no question, it’s one of Wales’s top places to eat. CLASSY
ACCOMMODATION TOO at this beautifully appointed country house with period furnishings,
comfy sofas and quality bathrooms. RELAXING SURROUNDINGS and peaceful location.

Capel Coch, Llangefni, Isle of Anglesey LL77 7UR 0800 161 5891
enquiries@treysgawen-hall.co.uk www.treysgawen-hall.co.uk

Llandrillo, Corwen LL21 0ST 0800 161 5894
enquiries@tyddynllan.co.uk www.tyddynllan.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£116 – £176
29
Classic

Dbl/Suite £136 – £426
Short Break
£289 – £339
Must do
Try the spa’s Anglesey Salt Polish Relaxer
Hosts
Neil & Emma Rowlands

This is a grand place. The approach sets the
scene. A long, private drive takes you to a
large, dignified, upstanding mansion built in
1882. It’s Victorian through and through, with
tall ceilings, ornate architectural features, a
theatrical staircase, portraits and landscape
paintings, wood panelling, chandeliers and
enough drapes to cover a considerable
portion of the Isle of Anglesey. So this is the
classic definition of a country house hotel,
then? Well, not quite. Tre-Ysgawen does
‘grand’ very well, but minus the pomp and
circumstance. You sense it straight away
when the friendly – but very professional –
staff welcome you at reception, and when
you meet your genial hosts Neil and Emma
Rowlands. The bedrooms and suites are just
what you’d expect – essentially traditional
in design and decoration, but with well24 THE WELSH RAREBITS COLLECTION

executed contemporary flourishes.
It goes without saying that they are
exceedingly comfortable places to be –
as is the entire hotel, which has acres of
luxuriously appointed space in which to
relax (and put your feet up if you want).
For dinner, guests have the choice of the
more formal Noëlle’s Restaurant or the
Clock Tower bistro. So Tre-Ysgawen, despite
its finery, is no museum piece. Its forwardlooking demeanour is summed up in its
fabulous spa. It’s one of the finest, with a
large indoor swimming pool, Jacuzzi, fully
equipped gym and – new on the scene – a
thermal suite with an experience shower,
ice fountain and salt inhalation therapy
room that releases particles of prized Halen
Môn, Anglesey Sea Salt. ‘Only the best salt
will do,’ says the hotel, a philosophy that
applies throughout Tre-Ysgawen Hall.

£170 – £230
13
Character

Dbl/Suite £190 – £320
Short Break
Must do
Walking the Berwyn Mountains
Hosts
Bryan & Susan Webb

Welsh Rarebits hotels are generally
recognised as being amongst the best places
to eat in Wales. Tyddyn Llan takes this one
stage further by placing special emphasis
on its food. In its exquisite restaurant you’ll
enjoy cuisine of the highest order, served
in an assured, impeccable style. Tyddyn
Llan’s owners, Bryan and Susan Webb, make
the perfect professional team. Susan runs
things smoothly front of house while Bryan’s
40 years at the pans results in culinary magic
from the kitchen. The restaurant is highly
acclaimed in all the good food guides, so
much so that Bryan’s mantelpiece groans with
awards and accolades, including a Michelin
star and ‘Restaurant of the Year’ trophies.
His cooking is all about subtle flavours and
an uncompromising attitude to sourcing the
finest, freshest ingredients (much of it from

£290 – £420

local suppliers), while Susan takes exceptional
care of her guests. They make a winning team.
And their choice of wines is refreshingly
individual. Although the focus is on the food,
there’s nothing remotely second rate about the
accommodation. Tyddyn Llan is an elegantly
appointed Georgian house set in the peaceful
Vale of Edeyrnion at the eastern gateway to
the Snowdonia National Park. It’s one of those
truly relaxing places where you can sink into
soft sofas after a day spent exploring the
beautiful surroundings. The bedrooms are
individually designed in rich, warm colours
with period furnishings and quality bathrooms.
And on the doorstep there’s everything from
fishing to walking, shooting to golf, horse
riding to watersports. Not that you’ll need to
build up an appetite for Bryan’s cooking.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5895

14

TY’N RHOS
Caernarfon

MEMBERS SINCE 2007

A QUALITY COUNTRY HOUSE EXPERIENCE that’s warm, friendly and unfussy. EXPERIENCED,
WELCOMING HOSTS, and good, flavoursome food. INSPIRING LOCATION between Snowdonia’s
mountains and the sea.
Seion, Llanddeiniolen, Caernarfon LL55 3AE 0800 161 5895
enquiries@tynrhos.co.uk www.tynrhos.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

£80 – £95
19
Classic

Double
Must do
Hosts

£110 – £199
Short Break
£175 – £250
Ride the train to the top of Snowdon
Hilary & Laura Murphy

REVIEW
YOUR STAY

TELL US ALL
ABOUT IT
We value your hotel experience and would be delighted to hear
your feedback about any of our hotels that you have stayed and
dined in over the past 12 months.
Share with us your Rare Review and we will enter you into a prize
draw for a chance to win a £100 Welsh Rarebits gift voucher.
HERE’S HOW YOU CAN SUBMIT YOUR REVIEW:

Go to www.rarebits.co.uk/review-your-stay and complete the online form.
We can’t wait to hear from you.

This welcoming country hotel stands in a
spectacular spot in the grassy foothills of
Snowdonia overlooking the Menai Strait
and the Isle of Anglesey. Inside, it’s equally
appealing, furnished in a fusion of classic
and contemporary styles with warm fabrics
and comfortable bedrooms (individually
appointed and ranging from standard to
superior) with Egyptian cotton bedding,
bathrobes, luxury toiletries and attractive
bathrooms. This air of quiet, understated
luxury also applies to Tŷ’n Rhos’s atmosphere.
Experienced hoteliers Hilary and daughter
Laura know how to run a generous and warm
country house. They have no desire to preside
over a frosty, formal hotel, and the distinction
is an important one. Ty’n Rhos prides itself
on its high-quality, highly professional
standards and friendly informality.
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This non-pompous approach extends to the
food. Their experienced head chef cooks in
a non-faddy way (‘it’s all about flavours and
textures’) blending tradition with delicacy
and fresh local ingredients. Flexibility is
another hallmark in this ‘nothing-is-toomuch-trouble’ kind of place. For what was
originally a farmstead Ty’n Rhos has some
unusual qualities. The public rooms and
bedrooms are surprisingly spacious and
there’s a large, modern conservatory that
looks out across green, open fields towards
Anglesey. Standing between mountains
and sea, and close to Caernarfon (with its
World Heritage castle), Llanberis at the foot
of Snowdon and the Llŷn Peninsula’s wildly
beautiful coastline, it’s the ideal touring
base for all of North Wales.

027 WELSH RAREBITS
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WELSH RAREBITS

Gift Vouchers

So this year why not treat a loved one to a stay or a meal at
one of our unique venues by giving them a Welsh Rarebits gift
voucher? Vouchers start from £�5 and are valid for 12 months.

Wherever and whenever you decide to visit,
you’re guaranteed a warm Welsh welcome.
Give an extra special GIFT this year.
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£25 – £500 or more
rarebits.co.uk
info@rarebits.co.uk
+ 44 (0)1570 470 785

www.rarebits.co.uk

Any value
For more information
Email
Tel

uk

From country houses to boutique boltholes, Welsh Rarebits’
members are all different, but they offer the same thing
— genuine Welsh hospitality.

MID
How many shades of green do you want? They’ve lost count
in the rural heartlands of Wales. It’s the country’s quietest
region where everything is pitched on a human scale.
Mid Wales’s resorts and market towns are small and friendly
(Aberystwyth, the unofficial ‘capital’, has a population of just
13,000). Start at the border then roll along through hills
and vales dotted with farms and you’ll eventually come to
Cardigan Bay. Wildlife flourishes throughout – look out for
red kites in the skies and bottlenose dolphins in the sea.
And seek out nature reserves in the Cambrian Mountains
(a timeless ‘Wild Wales’) and the Elan Valley’s ‘lake district’.
There are even more layers of green in the Brecon Beacons
National Park, a 520-square-mile expanse of flowing, grassy
peaks. This Great Outdoors of big views and big skies offers
all kinds of activities from challenging (serious mountain
hikes) to gentle (lovely, lazy canal cruising). Mind you, it’s not
all green. Stargazers prefer the inky black skies of Wales’s
first International Dark Skies Reserve.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Bear Hotel		
Caemorgan Mansion
The Falcondale		
Gliffaes Country House
Gwesty Cymru		
Harbourmaster 		
Lake Country House & Spa
Lake Vyrnwy Hotel & Spa
Metropole Hotel & Spa
Peterstone Court Hotel & Spa
Y Talbot		
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Crickhowell
Cardigan
Lampeter

Crickhowell
Aberystwyth

Aberaeron
Llangammarch Wells
Llanwddyn
Llandrindod Wells
Brecon
Tregaron

Character
Classic
Classic
Character
Contemporary
Contemporary
Classic
Classic
Classic
Classic
Character
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Book Direct 0800 103 2620

15

BEAR HOTEL
Crickhowell

Book Direct 0808 198 9453

16

CAEMORGAN MANSION
Cardigan

MEMBERS SINCE 1988

MEMBERS SINCE 2015

A CONVIVIAL, CHARACTERFUL old coaching inn, updated and a big hit with today’s travellers.
GOOD FOOD in restaurant and bar, and a great atmosphere – locals mix with visitors in this
award-winning inn. CHARMING SETTING in an attractive little Brecon Beacons town.

A LUXURY SMALL MANSION that redefines the concept of guest house. AN INSPIRED
RESTORATION has created warm, super-comfortable accommodation with ALL THE
FEATURES of a TOP HOTEL. INTERESTING HOSTS – and EXCEPTIONAL FOOD.

High Street, Crickhowell NP8 1BW 0800 103 2620
info@bearhotel.co.uk www.bearhotel.co.uk

Caemorgan Road, Cardigan SA43 1QU 0808 198 9453
guest@caemorgan.com www.caemorgan.com

Single
Rooms
Style

£88 – £150
35
Character

Dbl/Suite £110 – £195
Short Break
Must do
Walk in the Brecon Beacons
Hosts
Steve & Sam Hindmarsh

The Bear’s ancestry as a coaching inn
is plainly evident. A cobbled forecourt,
archway into the inner courtyard and
19th-century stagecoach timetable in the
bar are all reminders of the Bear’s former
role. Traditions live on, for travellers still
look forward to stopping off at the Bear, a
hotel famous for its welcoming atmosphere,
historic character, convivial surroundings
and good food. Its many accolades for
hospitality and high standards include
a prestigious UK ‘Inn of the Year’ award.
The Bear’s low-beamed bar, filled with
antiques and shabby-chic furnishings
(here long before they became a fashion
statement) and warmed by a roaring log fire
in winter, sets the style for a place to stay
that is warm and characterful rather than
a hotel in the grand manner. You’ll be
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£160 – £180

looked after by caring hosts Steve and Sam
Hindmarsh, who are also proud of the Bear’s
reputation for serving interesting, freshly
cooked food. Although a building of great
antiquity – it dates back to 1432 – the Bear
tastefully incorporates all modern comforts
into its historic surroundings. New this
year are some stunningly contemporary
refurbished rooms and gleaming modern
bathrooms. Popular with locals and visitors
alike (including Johnny Depp, Robbie Williams
and Gordon Ramsay), the Bear is the social
hub of the pretty little town of Crickhowell.
It’s the perfect base for exploring the Brecon
Beacons National Park and border country,
the Monmouthshire and Brecon Canal,
Tretower Court and Castle, the market towns
of Brecon and Abergavenny, and Hay-on-Wye,
the famous ‘town of books’.

Single
Rooms
Style

£94 – £130
5
Classic

Double
Must do
Hosts

£94 – £130
Go dolphin spotting from Mwnt beach
Beverley & David Harrison-Wood

Is Caemorgan really a guest house?
Theoretically yes. But in style and spirit
it’s something quite different, at least as
far as the traditional description of guest
accommodation is concerned. So in place
of faded décor you have faultless bedrooms
that most hoteliers would die for. You have
bathrobes and luxury toiletries, not portioncontrolled soap. You have warm, welcoming
and cosy rooms that run on green energy in
place of draughty windows. And you have
food – exceptional food – that has never
seen a HP sauce bottle. In one respect,
Caemorgan is a guest house. You stay in the
home of Beverley and David Harrison-Wood.
But this well-travelled couple know how to
pitch things. If you want your own space you’ll
have it. It’s also okay if you want a chat with
them after dinner. It’s worth listening to their
story. Like many who are successful in the

hospitality industry, their skills are intuitive
and natural. The house is their creation,
a complete restoration of an ‘intimate
enough but not so small’ (David’s words)
19th-century mansion. Everything breathes
quality, everything works. Caemorgan
reborn is tasteful and contemporary, yet
it still retains that unmistakeably grand
air of a statement house. The latest green
technology warms and lights the place
(think chandeliers with LED lighting, a
biomass boiler, recycling, etc). And it’s totally
self-sufficient in the kitchen. David is a
remarkably good cook – actually, he deserves
the appellation ‘chef’ – creating cleverly
flavoured, well-balanced dishes unmatched
by many professionally trained counterparts.
The location is ideal. Caemorgan is wellplaced for Cardigan Bay and Pembrokeshire
– the coast is just minutes away.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5884

17

THE FALCONDALE
Lampeter

Book Direct 0800 161 5860

18

GLIFFAES COUNTRY HOUSE HOTEL
Crickhowell

MEMBERS SINCE 2006

MEMBERS SINCE 2014

HOSPITALITY, HOSPITALITY, HOSPITALITY – need we say more? A WARM-HEARTED country
mansion, comfortable and stylish, historic but not precious. BEAUTIFULLY LOCATED
at the head of a secluded valley.

FAMILY RUN, with an atmosphere ALL OF ITS OWN. STUNNING LOCATION and GROUNDS,
in the heart of the BRECON BEACONS NATIONAL PARK. An ECLECTIC, FRIENDLY COUNTRY
HOUSE, where TRADITIONAL AND MODERN VALUES mix seamlessly.

Falcondale Drive, Lampeter SA48 7RX 0800 161 5884
info@thefalcondale.co.uk www.thefalcondale.co.uk

Crickhowell, Powys, NP8 1RH 0800 161 5860
calls@gliffaeshotel.com www.gliffaeshotel.com

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£110 – £205
17
Classic

Dbl/Suite £135 – £230
Short Break
£190 – £260
Must do
Explore Cardigan Bay & the Cambrian Mountains
Hosts
Lisa Hutton/Meleri & Matthew

This is a mansion with a warm heart. Perhaps
it’s something to do with the inviting and
immaculately maintained 19th-century
Italianate architecture. But we suspect
that the real warmth emanates from the
people you’ll meet at the Falcondale.
First, there is your host, Lisa Hutton.
Her boundless natural enthusiasm and
hands-on approach defines true hospitality
much better than any hotel management
manual. She has passed it on to her
staff too – you’ll not come across a more
personable team, who provide efficient
service in a relaxed, informal atmosphere.
It’s safe to say that the Falcondale has been
reinvented. It’s thanks to the extensive
restoration and refurbishment undertaken
that the true qualities of this lovely mansion
have been brought back to life. Old sits
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comfortably with new: antique pieces
share space in the generously sized
bedrooms with luxurious bathrooms,
well chosen modern fabrics complement
the Falcondale’s historic character.
The place is full of light and life – the
complete antithesis of a gloomy mansion.
The food relies on homemade and locally
sourced produce, with a accent on quality
ingredients – try the home-baked breads
or succulent beef from the neighbouring
farm. And as for the location... you’re
tucked away amongst lawns, gardens and
woods in beautiful grounds approached
by a mile-long drive. You mightn’t want
to leave the conservatory in winter or the
terraces in summer, but if you do you’ll
find the Cardigan Bay Heritage Coast
in one direction, and Carmarthenshire
(‘The Garden of Wales’) and the Brecon
Beacons National Park in the other.

£155 – £298
23
Character

Dbl/Suite £145 – £308
Short Break
Must do
Go walking in the Brecon Beacons
Hosts
James & Susie Suter

The first things you notice are the trees.
They’re gorgeous. The Gliffaes’s long private
drive takes you through an exceptional
collection of over 100 specimen trees that set
the scene for a restful, refined retreat that
defines ‘country house hospitality’ in the best
possible terms. Inside the fine, late 19thcentury house there’s a palpable feeling of
warmth and well-being. Wood panelling and
ornate mouldings, high ceilings and fireplaces
are just some of the classic features in this
Grade II listed house, originally the home of
a wealthy industrialist. So far, so traditional.
Then you spot the modern art. And the
well-chosen fabrics and plump, creamy,
comfy sofas. And the dining room (where
the menu is short because it’s all fresh and
local) where you’ll be wowed by the way the
Gliffaes seemingly effortlessly combines

£221 – £384

formal with informal. As your hosts James
and Susie Suter explain, diners in jacket and
tie mix easily with a casually dressed younger
clientele. The clues to the hotel’s eclectic
character keep coming. The bedrooms,
decorated in a spot-on style that’s midway
between traditional and contemporary, all
have iconic Roberts radios (many have their
own mini-libraries too). Modern art sits well
amongst antique and period furnishings,
and in the bar you can indulge in a bottle (or
glass) of wine from their extensive list while
gazing at a wall full of Woodhousean fishing
photographs. Oh, we really should mention
that this is a famous trout and salmon fishing
hotel, with over a mile on the River Usk that
flows alongside the 33-acre grounds. Not
forgetting the walking, in the grounds and
out amongst the Beacons.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5861

19

GWESTY CYMRU
Aberystwyth

Book Direct 0800 161 5865

20

HARBOURMASTER
Aberaeron

MEMBERS SINCE 2008

MEMBERS SINCE 2003

A MODERN WELSH IDENTITY – an Edwardian guest house reborn for the 21st century.
STYLE AND LUXURY, with superb rooms, handcrafted furniture, faultless facilities.
ON THE SEAFRONT – many rooms with spectacular sea views.

One of a NEW BREED, a carefully created coastal hotel that’s cool, classy and contemporary.
GREAT VIEWS AND FOOD at a lovely harbourside location. A refreshing MIXTURE OF STYLES–
cosmopolitan, modern Welsh, maritime and metropolitan.

19 Marine Terrace, Aberystwyth SY23 2 AZ 0800 161 5861
info@gwestycymru.co.uk www.gwestycymru.co.uk

Pen Cei, Aberaeron SA46 0BT 0800 161 5865
info@harbour-master.com www.harbour-master.com

Single
Rooms
Style

£70 – £80
8
Contemporary

Dbl/Suite £90 – £165
Short Break
Must do
Ride the Vale of Rheidol Railway
Hosts
Huw & Beth Roberts

If ever a hotel mirrored the character of
modern Wales it’s this one. Gwesty Cymru
is small but perfectly formed. It’s arrestingly
modern in spirit yet has reassuringly traditional
textures. And it displays the tones of dark and
light that reflect the fabric of Wales. Those
opposing tones come from the use of slate
and wood – motifs and design cues used
everywhere, from the chunky slate placemats
in the restaurant to the bedrooms’ sleek oak
furniture with slate insets, handmade for the
hotel. It’s clever and hugely effective in giving
Gwesty Cymru a strong ‘Sense of Place’, an
identity reinforced by specially commissioned
oil canvases and illuminated Welsh poetry.
You’re close to Wales’s heartland too. The
dignified Victorian resort of Aberystwyth is
on the doorstep of the compelling Cambrian
Mountains, a ‘Wild Wales’ of hill sheep farms,
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£150 – £180

forests and lakelands. Gwesty Cymru’s
bedrooms – each one colour coordinated
and a masterpiece of modern interior
design – are simply faultless. What was
a tired Edwardian guest house has been
transformed into a dazzling seafront
townhouse with designer bathrooms, walk-in
showers and all the luxuries you’d expect
(Egyptian cotton sheets, top-end toiletries,
etc, etc). It’s the creation of Huw and Beth
Roberts, a savvy couple who know all about
today’s high expectations. They meet them
with a modern Welsh twist – something you
can also say about the food, which makes
inventive use of classic local ingredients.
Gwesty Cymru is a breath of fresh, Welsh air.
This summer, book into an arty room, enjoy
an alfresco meal on the restaurant’s seafront
terrace. And think: who needs over-hyped,
overpriced Padstow?

Single
Rooms
Style

£75 – £255
13
Contemporary

Dbl/Suite £120 – £265
Short Break
Must do
Enjoy sunsets over Cardigan Bay
Hosts
Glyn & Menna Heulyn/Dai Morgan

Aberaeron’s harbourside is a sight not often
seen in Wales, a Georgian-inspired cluster
of dwellings painted all the colours of the
rainbow. And there, at the entrance, is the
most striking of them all. The Harbourmaster
– forgive the pun – continues to make waves
on Wales’s hospitality scene. The Grade II listed
building once controlled the harbour traffic.
It’s now a stunning hotel and restaurant –
star of many ‘best hotel’ write-ups in the
national press – that has emphatically thrown
away the old rule book written in the days
of the dinner gong and lukewarm baths.
It’s the creation of Menna and Glyn Heulyn,
a well-travelled couple who know what
they like. In their case this meant bringing
a dash of cool, contemporary style to a
fine old building. It’s a hotel in the modern

£180 – £325

idiom – clean, chic and unfussy – that hasn’t
forgotten its roots. The bedrooms, complete
with state-of-the-art bathrooms and all
those little (and big) touches of luxury, are
finished in the colours of the sea, sky and
sunsets. The Harbourmaster’s roots show
through in other ways too. Welsh and English
blend naturally in conversations in the bar
and on the menus. And the outstanding food
comes with a distinctly local flavour – try the
local Welsh beef or harbour-fresh seafood
–in well-balanced dishes that again reflect
today’s tastes. Menna and Glyn are a dynamic
duo, ably supported by the ever smiling Dai.
The Harbourmaster is now even better, its
extension into next door includes a fabulous
suite that comes with an equally fabulous
harbour view.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5867

21

LAKE COUNTRY HOUSE & SPA
Llangammarch Wells

Book Direct 0800 161 5868

22

LAKE VYRNWY HOTEL & SPA
Llanwddyn

MEMBERS SINCE 1987

MEMBERS SINCE 2000

An elegant LUXURY COUNTRY RETREAT, seamlessly run by experienced hosts. WELCOMING
ATMOSPHERE with outstanding food and service, and wonderful grounds. The ‘KINGFISHER’
SPA brings an additional dimension to the Lake experience.

The ultimate ‘HOTEL WITH A VIEW’ – breathtaking location overlooking a dramatic mountain
lake. A NEO-BARONIAL presence that’s characterful and romantic. COUNTRY PURSUITS
(fishing, shooting, walking, birdwatching) – and a SUPERB SPA.

Llangammarch Wells LD4 4BS 0800 161 5867
info@lakecountryhouse.co.uk www.lakecountryhouse.co.uk

Lake Vyrnwy, Llanwddyn, Powys, SY10 0LY 0800 161 5868
info@lakevyrnwyhotel.co.uk www.lakevyrnwy.com

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£146 – £195
31
Classic

Dbl/Suite £205 – £260
Short Break
£245 – £320
Must do
Soak in the hot tub overlooking the lake
Hosts
Pierre & Jan Mifsud/ Luke Marriott

Consummate hoteliers and hosts Pierre
and Jan Mifsud have been welcoming
guests to the lake for around a quarter of
a century. Its long-standing reputation as
a country retreat par excellence is based
on its calm atmosphere, courteous service
and supreme comfort. It has also moved –
discreetly, in true Lake fashion – with the
times. A few years ago it opened its superb
spa, in a building that blends beautifully
with its secluded surroundings. Additional
bedrooms have also been added, to the
same exceptional standards as the existing
accommodation, in a second new lodge
building within the beautiful 50-acre grounds.
A main ingredient in the hotel’s highly
successful recipe is the accommodation. The
well-proportioned rooms and bedrooms are
richly furnished and plushly decorated with
bold, modern touches. Many bedrooms are
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spacious, luxuriously appointed suites with
open-plan sitting rooms. The hotel also enjoys
a faithful following with lovers of fine dining
who appreciate the flair and imagination of
the cuisine, complemented by an outstanding
wine list (one of the best in Wales). The other
outstanding feature that always draws guests
is the setting (indeed, some have been known
never to leave the Lake’s lovely grounds
during their stay). The hotel takes its name
from a three-acre lake set amongst lawns,
thick woods, rhododendron-lined pathways
and riverside walks. There’s fine trout and
salmon fishing on river and lake, a par-3 golf
course and excellent birdwatching (over 100
species have been recorded in the grounds).
Not forgetting, of course, the spa (restricted to
adults and older children) with its large pool,
hot tub, gymnasium and health and beauty
treatments. The manager is Luke Marriott.

£124 – £164
52
Classic

Dbl/Suite £149 – £269
Short Break
Must do
Watch the sunset over the lake
Host
Anthony Rosser

This hotel epitomises ‘location, location,
location’, boasting one of the most
mesmerising views in Britain. Lake Vyrnwy
Hotel and Spa stands in splendid isolation
on a forested hillside overlooking a dramatic,
mountain-ringed lake. Although it’s worth
staying here for the views alone, there are
many other compelling reasons. When you
add the hotel’s other assets – its country
house comfort, excellent food, impeccable
service and exceptional range of sporting
and country pursuits – you’ll understand why
guests keep coming back; doubly so when you
add the treatments offered by Lake Vyrnwy’s
Spa and Thermal Suite. There’s an air of
grandeur – not to mention a rare appreciation
of traditional values – at this spacious,
dignified hotel with its pitch pine, deep

£255 – £319

leather chairs, soft furnishings, log fires and
wealth of antiques. Many of the individually
decorated bedrooms have special features
such as lake views and private balconies.
The superb Spa and Thermal Suite allows you
to experience the elements of ‘Water, Fire and
Ice’ whilst also soaking up the spectacular
view. These surroundings also influence
the enjoyment of the food, with seasonally
changing menus that make the best use of
local produce and game from Lake Vyrnwy’s
own 24,000-acre estate. Tear yourself away
from the hotel and you’ll find an area of
outstanding beauty rich in wildlife. Again, the
hotel makes the most of its location, offering
everything from birdwatching to clay shooting,
classic fly fishing to fabulous walking.
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23

METROPOLE HOTEL & SPA
Llandrindod Wells

Book Direct 0800 161 5876

24

PETERSTONE COURT HOTEL & SPA
Brecon

MEMBERS SINCE 2011

MEMBERS SINCE 2004

GENERATIONS TOGETHER, not apart, in a pleasing blend of old and new influences.
Versatile accommodation and ambience that appeals to a WIDE AUDIENCE. Modern
bedrooms, SUPERB SPA and a GREAT TOURING LOCATION.

HISTORIC HOUSE with grand features and exceptionally spacious bedrooms.
WELL-EQUIPPED SPA with a wide choice of treatments. Unbeatable CENTRAL BRECON
BEACONS location for exploring the hills and mountains of the National Park.

Temple Street, Llandrindod Wells LD1 5DY 0800 161 5889
info@metropole.co.uk www.metropole.co.uk

Llanhamlach, Brecon LD3 7YB 0800 161 5876
enquiries@peterstone-court.com www.peterstone-court.com

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£83 – £140
109
Classic

Dbl/Suite £107 – £190
Short Break
£99 – £206
Must do
Enjoy the fabulous spa
Hosts
Justin & Judy Baird-Murray/ Sam Batten

What goes around comes around. The
Metropole, in its Victorian pomp and
circumstance, was the place to stay when
spa towns were all the rage. Fashions and
fortunes changed, but it’s now back where
it belongs as a top-notch hotel, refreshed
and spruced up for a 21st-century clientele.
There’s more than one circle revolving
here. Those spa breaks of old are also
back – but again with a big difference (out
go the sulphurous waters and masochistic
medical practices, in come sybaritic saunas
and Jacuzzis, cocooning indoor pools and
soothing treatments). The Metropole’s
makeover is a class (and clever) act. You’ll see
what we mean as soon as you walk through
the door. To your left is an elegant, spacious
lounge and lobby, still true to its 19th-century
roots. Opposite is Spencer’s, a bar and
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brasserie straight out of a hip city joint.
This contrast – which isn’t at all jarring – is
typical of the Metropole. One minute it’s all
high ceilings, old portraits, cosy corners,
formal dining and Victorian gentility, the
next clean, contemporary spaces, modern
art, bistro food, chic furnishings and comfy,
completely refurbished bedrooms. The
Metropole’s size – it’s a big canvas – enables
it to mix and match like this. It also allows the
largest Welsh Rarebit to cater effortlessly
for many needs – intimate weekends away
or big family reunions – without having to
compromise. And it keeps spanning those
generations. Your affable host is Justin BairdMurray, great-great-grandson of the hotel’s
founder. Water is a recurring theme too – Mid
Wales’ scenic lakelands are close by (in fact,
the hotel’s enviable central location means
you’re handily placed for much of Wales).

£95 – £155
12
Classic

Dbl/Suite £125 – £245
Short Break
£275 – £315
Must do
Sip wine on the terrace overlooking Pen-y-Fan
Hosts
Jess & Glyn Bridgeman/Sean Gerrard

Based on location alone, Peterstone Court
has a head start on most hotels. It stands
in the heart of the Brecon Beacons National
Park, with magnificent views of the peaks.
Then there’s the hotel itself. With its long
history and grand air it has all the hallmarks
of a country house, yet presents its Georgian
heritage with a contemporary twist. Elegant
furnishings and wood panelling create an
immediate air of well-being, while many
of its comfortable, exceptionally spacious
bedrooms come with mountain views – and
all have a host of thoughtful extras, including
bathrobes and slippers. The old cellar has
been beautifully converted into an intimate
boutique spa which uses only natural
organic products. It offers a wide range of
treatments and therapies, plus a sauna,

Jacuzzi and air-conditioned gym (there’s
also an outdoor heated pool). Peterstone
may be grand, but the atmosphere is relaxed,
casual and anything but stuffy. It’s perfectly
located close to the handsome market town
of Brecon and superb hill walking, golf,
fishing, mountain biking and cycling. Good
food has always been an important part of
the ethos here, reflected in many accolades
and complimentary reviews. The approach
is simple and honest – it’s always seasonal
and sustainable, using fresh home-reared
and local ingredients (almost all the meat and
poultry comes from its nearby family farm).
Your hosts are Jess and Glyn Bridgeman
and Sean Gerrard, an enterprising team
who constantly embrace new ideas.
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Book Direct 0800 195 3380

25

Y TALBOT
Tregaron

MEMBERS SINCE 2014

A country inn that’s both RUSTIC and REFINED, exuding QUALITY, AUTHENTICITY and WARMTH,
with good, reasonably priced food from a top chef. Bags of atmosphere, oodles of comfort –
and a great location.
The Square, Tregaron, SY25 6JL 0800 195 3380
info@ytalbot.com www.ytalbot.com

Single
Rooms
Style

£70 – £100
13
Character

Dbl/Suite £90 – £145
Short Break £167.50 – £187.50
Must do
Follow ghostly drovers over the Abergwesyn Pass
Hosts
Mick & Nia Taylor & Dafydd Watkin

www.walesinstyle.com

Your ultimate
online guide
to Wales

Know the comfortable feeling you get when
you slip on a well-cut suit of fine worsted
from a classy traditional tailor? Well, it’s the
same as being in Y Talbot. There’s nothing
remotely flashy or faddy about this cosy
country inn, set in the heart of rural, Welshspeaking Wales. Having said that, there’s
nothing old-fashioned or fuddy-duddy about
the place either. The bedrooms, a picture
of refined simplicity, are finished in neutral
tones that accentuate the vibrant colours
of the bedthrows and arresting art and
photography on the walls. In the generous
bathrooms – very modern but minus any
hint of sharp-edged minimalism – there
are torrents of piping hot water in which
to languish after a day in the mountains.
And when you’ve fully relaxed you still
have the best bit of the Talbot experience
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to look forward to: the downstairs bar and
restaurant. A little context here: centuries-old
Y Talbot has never been an ordinary kind of
place. Drovers would congregate in the bar
before setting off with their animals across
the remote Abergwesyn Pass to market.
Famous 19th-century traveller and writer
George Borrow said that he ‘experienced
very good entertainment… an excellent
supper and a very comfortable bed here.’
Thanks to the arrival of new hosts Mick and
Nia Taylor and chef Dafydd Watkin, Y Talbot
is back on song and delivering what Borrow
liked, but for 21st-century travellers. Wisely,
the inn’s massive makeover hasn’t really
touched the stone-flagged bar, where you
can tuck yourself away amongst inglenook
fireplaces, meet the locals and enjoy
Dafydd’s accomplished country cooking
(also served in the modern restaurant).

Wales in Style is an online guide
to the treasures that make Wales
a truly memorable place to visit.
All of our recommendations have
links to each other, so if you know
the location you want to visit but
aren’t sure where to stay or what
to do whilst you’re there, we have
all you need at the click of a
button. Luxury or rustic, relaxing
or adventure, coast or countryside,
unusual or traditional, Wales is
waiting to be discovered and
explored, in your own way and
in your own style.

Plan your visit at
www.walesinstyle.com
@WalesinStyle
Facebook.com/WalesinStyle

SOUTH
Take one capital city (Cardiff). Add in the UK’s only
coastal-based National Park (Pembrokeshire). Season with
countryside and coastline that inspired the writings of
Dylan Thomas (Carmarthenshire and the Gower Peninsula).
Throw in the leafy Wye Valley. Then mix with a heritage-rich
taste from the South Wales Valleys. That’s one potent pot of
flavours. From the woods and riverbanks of the Wye Valley at
its eastern gateway (an ‘Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty’)
to the sea-cliffs of Pembrokeshire in the far west, South Wales
will come up with the kind of experience you’re looking for.
Spend time in Cardiff, Wales’s cosmopolitan capital where
art, shopping, sport and history compete for your attention
along with the city’s fresh, exciting waterfront. Discover
industrial heritage on a gripping scale in the South Wales
Valleys before moving on to the Gower Peninsula (another
‘AONB’) and the sweeping sands and rich farmlands of
Carmarthenshire, the ‘Garden of Wales’. Then finish off in
the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, a 186-mile shoreline
of untouched beaches, soaring headlands, tiny harbours
and a thriving wildlife.

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

The Cawdor		
The Corran Resort & Spa
The Grove		
Holm House 		
Lanelay Hall 		
Llansantffraed Court
Llys Meddyg		
No. 10 Cardiff		
Restaurant James Sommerin
St Brides Spa Hotel		
Twr y Felin Hotel 		
Penrhiw Priory 		
Roch Castle 		
Ty^ Mawr Country Hotel
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Llandeilo
Laugharne
Narberth
Penarth
Pontyclun

Abergavenny

Newport (Pembs)
Cardiff

Penarth

Saundersfoot
St Davids
St Davids
St Davids
Carmarthen

Classic
Contemporary
Classic
Contemporary
Character
Classic
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Contemporary
Character
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Book Direct 0800 103 2737

26

THE CAWDOR
Llandeilo

Book Direct 0808 198 7896

27

THE CORRAN RESORT & SPA
Laugharne

MEMBERS SINCE 2018

MEMBERS SINCE 2018

A VERY FRIENDLY country hotel – you’ll immediately feel at home. OUTSTANDING ALL –ROUND
VALUE, accommodation, food and service. GREAT CENTRAL LOCATION for exploring south
Wales, coast and country.

A unique mix of METROPOLITAN SOPHISTICATION and RURAL CHARM. A stunning, no-expensespared conversion of an old farm complex, set in an evocative – make that poetic – location.
It’s laid-back LUXURY from a one-of-a-kind.

Rhosmaen Street, Llandeilo SA19 6EN 0800 103 2737
reception@thecawdor.com www.thecawdor.com

East Marsh, Laugharne SA33 4RS 0808 198 7896
info@thecorran.com www.thecorran.com

Single
Rooms
Style

£85
25
Classic

Dbl/Suite £85 – £250
Short Break
Must do
Visit the spectacular Dinefwr Park
Hosts
Gavin Oram and his team

The Cawdor personifies all that is great
about the new wave of modern Boutique
hotel keeping in Wales. Dating from 1765,
the Cawdor has been welcoming guests for
centuries, but a recent refurbishment has
breathed new life into the Georgian building
at the heart of this bustling market town.
Whilst the famed Croeso that is evident in all
of our Collection is to be found here in spades,
Gavin and his team deliver it with effortless
style and a remarkably disarming informality.
There’s cutting edge interior design that
wouldn’t look out of place in a Notting Hill
showroom, slate lined gleaming bathrooms,
locally sourced, flavour-forward cooking and
well-drilled smiling staff who can’t wait to tell
you all about the ‘must see’s’ in increasingly
trendy West Wales.
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£160 – £340

There are 23 individually furnished bedrooms
and two indulgent penthouse apartments.
The roomy bedrooms make use of coveted
Melin Tregwynt fabrics, splashes of vibrant
colour and huge beds. The bathrooms have
serious rain forest showers and deep soaking
tubs. The Cawdor kitchen serves fresh and
seasonal food, chosen from farmers and
small artisan suppliers that they know and
trust. They bake daily, meats are smoked
in house, the pasta is hand made, and we
can recommend the triple cooked chips.
You could try a well-kept local ale, and eat
in the Dining room, the lively bar, or even the
popular suntrap courtyard. Llandeilo is a hive
of trendy independent shops, a great place
to while away a few hours, but it’s also an
excellent touring base with the Gower and
Pembrokeshire coasts both within reach.

Single
Rooms
Style

£115 – £240
21
Contemporary

Double
Must do
Host

£125 – £250
Short Break
£175 – £300
Go all poetic at Dylan Thomas’s Boathouse
Cyril Royer, Executive Chef

As The Corran Resort and Spa comes into
view at the end of a winding series of single
track lanes, hidden in the marshlands of the
Carmarthenshire countryside, it’s clear that
peace and quiet are never in short supply
here. The new reincarnation of this boutique
luxury hotel is reassuringly simple; great
smiling service, delicious food with a Welsh
twist, and natural surroundings. Caressed
by the sea, the Towy estuary and acres of
marshland, the Corran is steeped in history
with the original 16th century building at the
heart of this expertly restored luxury hotel.
There are 21 individually-styled and
refreshingly spacious bedrooms, each with
a differing contemporary interior design, a
choice of quirky floor plans, big-sky views
over the sweeping marshland and all have
on-trend gorgeous en-suite bathrooms.

We loved the suites with mezzanines, and
the striking bathroom with its huge monsoon
shower in Room 8 is to die for. There’s also
wide screen satellite TVs allowing you to create
your own relaxing atmosphere. Splashes of
colour are provided by original Welsh art,
and luxurious local soft furnishings. The new
Spa houses a glamorous heated pool with
its Beverley Hills starlight ceiling, soothing
treatment rooms and a state-of-the-art
gym. The addition of the tranquil relaxation
suite makes an indulgent short break one
to remember. The oldest part of the resort
is home to the Dining Room. There’s great
ambition showing in the cooking here,
and a seasonal sense of place runs
through the DNA of the on-trend menus,
delivered with more than a splash of
Welsh character.
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Book Direct 0800 161 5621

28

THE GROVE
Narberth

Book Direct 0800 161 5647

29

HOLM HOUSE
Penarth

MEMBERS SINCE 2018

MEMBERS SINCE 2016

An enchanting country house that’s UNIQUE – Jacobian, early Victorian Arts and Crafts with
thoughtful modern touches. GREAT STYLE AND GENUINE HOSPITALITY, engaging hosts and
an informal atmosphere. AWARD-WINNING CUISINE – it’s a favourite with foodies too.

Boutique hotel and spa with an ECLECTIC PERSONALITY, part-country house, part-townhouse
that’s both DAZZLING and CALMING. Soothing, ultra-comfortable rooms with inventive touches
– and GREAT DINING. EXCEPTIONAL LOCATION close to Cardiff on a bluff overlooking the sea.

Molleston, Narberth, Pembrokeshire SA67 8BX 0800 161 5621
reservations@grovenarberth.co.uk www.thegrove-narberth.co.uk

Marine Parade, Penarth, near Cardiff CF64 3BG 0800 161 5647
reception@holmhousehotel.co.uk www.holmhousehotel.com

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£210 – £540
26
Classic

Dbl/Suite £240 – £650
Short Break
£336 – £666
Must do
Walk the Pembrokeshire Coastal Path
Hosts
Neil & Zoe Kedward

Your first glimpse through the trees, you will
fall in love with the Grove. First impressions
are everything and the beautifully kept
gardens tell you plenty about Neil and
Zoe Kedward’s passion for hotelkeeping.
Neil and Zoe’s vision for the outcome of
a huge restoration project was a high
quality, unstuffy home from home, and
10 years on, this once derelict handsome
house has blossomed into one of the
country’s leading luxury house retreats,
with a critically-acclaimed dining offer
that is amongst the best in the UK. Inside
the main house, the painstaking retention
of the original architectural features sits
well with a soft modern palette of colours
and contemporary Welsh fabrics. There’s
a wide choice of sumptuous rooms and
gorgeous suites, some in the 15th century
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traditional longhouse with private garden
terraces. Others are a few steps away in the
atmospheric Poyer’s Cottage overlooking the
rear garden, but the most coveted are the
brand new uber-chic Herb Cottage suites,
set just 100 yards from the main house all
with far reaching views of the Preseli hills.
All are wildly romantic, furnished with taste,
a sprinkling of antiques, and local original
art. There’s an immaculate walled kitchen
garden that drives the seasonal menu
content in the ambitious Restaurant.
Dining here is an occasion, do make sure
you allow plenty of time to indulge in the
remarkable tasting menu. Course after
course of taste explosions are matched
by an award-winning wine list, and with
its stellar pedigree, the kitchen team
here is one to watch.

£110 – £230
12
Contemporary

Double
Must do
Host

£120 – £170
Suite £185 – £240
Walk Penarth’s immaculately restored Victorian pier
Dan Jones

It’s entirely fitting that Holm House resides
on Penarth’s leafy ‘Millionaires’ Row’ along
with many other upstanding, grand houses of
a certain age. In another life, this substantial
property was home to the son of a fishing
fleet magnate. Now it’s a hotel and spa that
intertwines disparate strands to create
an overall texture you won’t find anywhere
else. It’s small (just 12 bedrooms) but quite
grand. It’s a touch country house, but part
townhouse too. It’s homely yet very cool
and stylish. It has a state-of-the-art spa
(complete with pool), but is equally proud of
its traditional afternoon teas. This eclectic
personality is immediately apparent. You
enter by a dark, wood-panelled reception
room. But open the next door and you’re
struck by a dazzlingly modern space, an
airy lounge of contemporary simplicity with
subtle, sea-washed colours that leads to

a large dining room and bar brimming with
natural light. The bedrooms and suites –
many with full-on sea views across the Bristol
Channel – are equally impressive. They are,
of course, all one-offs (Holm House doesn’t
do corporate). There’s a certain playfulness
going on here. One or two are gleaming white
(might you need sunglasses?), and though
all are awash with individual features
(a freestanding copper bath, anyone?) they
share the same calm, harmonious ambience
that is an unquestionable Holm House
trademark. Another is the food. It tastes
as good as it looks with locally sourced
ingredients from small producers. Recently
awarded a 1 rosette for culinary excellence.
Cardiff is close by, though it seems a world
away from the charming little Victorian
resort of Penarth.
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Book Direct 0808 198 9445
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LANELAY HALL
Pontyclun

Book Direct 0800 161 5870

31

LLANSANTFFRAED COURT
Abergavenny

MEMBERS SINCE 2019

MEMBERS SINCE 2007

A BRAND NEW discovery, vibrant and playful BOUTIQUE interiors, handy for the sights and
sounds of the CAPITAL city. Perfect for a STAYCATION, with an indulgent SPA and POOL.

TRADITIONAL COMFORT with an unstuffy country house ambience. A TASTE EXPERIENCE
at the award-winning Court Restaurant. ATTRACTIVE PARKLAND SETTING close to many
attractions – and easy to get to.

Talbot Green, Pontyclun CF72 9LA 0808 198 9445
reservations@lanelayhall.co.uk www.lanelayhall.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

£89 – £199
17
Character

Dbl/Suite £99 – £399
Short Break
£75 – £130
Must do
Relax and indulge at the luxurious pool
Host
David Edwards

As a complete newcomer to the luxury hotel
scene we are chuffed to show you this, as yet,
undiscovered gem. Debutant hoteliers often
bring a refreshingly unstuffy twist to a new
venture, and Dave Edwards’s sense of humour,
style and a genuine love of life shine through
here. A careful renovation nods respectfully
at the past, but happily embraces the future.
Bang on trend contemporary interiors and a
chilled soundtrack sit well within the historic
stone and polished wood paneling, splashes
of vibrant colour, lavish fabrics, bold print
wall coverings, grand gilt mirrors and accent
lighting bring the cosy corners alive. There
are roaring wood burners at every turn, and
the welcoming ‘hot chocolate’ colour palette
and flattering candlelight make this the sort
of place in which it’s dead easy to lose a few
relaxing days. The seventeen high ceilinged
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rooms are calming, with room to breathe and
generous modern bathrooms. Some have
statement double-ended freestanding tubs
set indulgently in the bay windows, and the
super-king beds have opulent mattress toppers.
Light bites and super coffee are served all
day in the buzzy bar, and whilst dinner in the
Sir Christopher Cole dining room is a slightly
grander affair, don’t expect cut glass and stiff
table cloths, Lanelay doesn’t do ‘posh’, just great
Vale of Glamorgan local ingredients, carefully
cooked and brought to you by a smiling team.
A stylish breakfast of avocado, poached eggs,
smoked salmon and sour dough is to die for.
Whilst you should not expect sweeping lawns
and distant vistas, there’s no reason to leave
the cossetting warmth of Lanelay, its wellstocked bar, or the Hollywood pool. It’s the
personification of that much over-used
turn of phrase, the staycation, just done well,
really really well.

Old Raglan Road, Clytha, Llanvihangel Gobion, nr Abergavenny NP7 9BA 0800 161 5870
reception@llch.co.uk www.llch.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

£105 – £115
20
Classic

Dbl/Suite £135 – £185
Short Break
£160 – £225
Must do
Eat organic fresh veg from the walled garden
Host
Mike Morgan

Approached by a long private driveway
through rolling border country,
Llansantffraed Court has the stately
appearance of a grand country house hotel.
It’s an impression that only tells part of
the story. Yes, the historic building, public
rooms and bedrooms all impart a strong
sense of tradition – there are no modish or
minimalist influences here. But the plush
furnishings come without hushed tones.
Llansantffraed Court does not stand on
ceremony. It’s a country house in which
you won’t be afraid to put your feet up and
do your own thing. Following the example
of owner Mike Morgan, the staff are
exceedingly friendly and professional. It’s
indicative that Llansantffraed Court likes
to be known as a hotel and restaurant. It’s
located in a prosperous corner of South-East
Wales well known to foodies for its wealth of

outstanding places to eat. Llansantffraed’s
award-winning Court Restaurant, recognised
in all the major food guides, is one of the
clan. Mike has a passionate interest in
good eating (he helped found the highly
successful Abergavenny Food Festival) and
is justly proud of the flavour, freshness
and taste of the modern, simply cooked
Welsh cuisine served here (try the sevencourse tasting menu with matched wines).
Food provenance is a given (you can’t get
more local than the hotel’s newly restored
Victorian walled kitchen garden). The hotel’s
20 acres of manicured grounds, complete
with trout lake, sit in an historic landscape
(the building, dating from 1400, is a piece
of history in itself). It’s close to crumbling
castles, romantic abbeys, the Brecon
Beacons and Wye Valley.
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Book Direct 0800 103 2751
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LLYS MEDDYG
Newport

NO.��
Cardiff

Character with CONTEMPORARY APPEAL at this arty, cleverly remodelled Georgian
townhouse. A RESTAURANT with an enviable reputation for its seasonal Pembrokeshire
menus. SEASIDE CHIC and a location in fashionable Newport, a small resort with a big appeal.

QUIRKY, INDIVIDUALLY-STYLED rooms and suites and a RELAXING, INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE,
with very high standards of comfort. SUPERB LOCATION in trendy Pontcanna – a short walk into
CARDIFF city centre all add up to an uber-sophisticated stay in the Welsh capital.

East Street, Newport, Pembrokeshire SA42 0SY 0800 161 5871
info@llysmeddyg.com www.llysmeddyg.com

10 Cathedral Road, Cardiff CF11 9LJ 0800 103 2751
reception@number10cardiff.co.uk www.no10cardiff.co.uk

MEMBERS SINCE 2007

Single
Rooms
Style

£80 – £140
8
Contemporary

Double
Must do
Hosts

MEMBERS SINCE 2018

£100 – £160
Short Break
Climb Carn Ingli
Ed & Louise Sykes

We all want to be beside the seaside,
especially when you can stay somewhere as
stylish as Llys Meddyg. And doubly so when
it’s Pembrokeshire, dubbed the new Cornwall,
out on a limb, hidden from the hustle, a
fertile ground for creativity. Beginning life
as a Georgian coaching inn, Llys Meddyg is
a restaurant with rooms that manages the
difficult balance of old and new, rustic and
metropolitan, in a deceptively casual way
(it’s not that easy). Bedrooms comfort the body
and the mind, with sumptuous beds, monsoon
showers, deep leather sofas with a look that
leaps straight off the pages of a chic interior
design magazine. The dining room embodies
relaxed elegance whilst the cellar bar – all
slate floors, old beams and flattering light –
encapsulates the feeling that wherever you
left behind is a reassuringly long way away.
Your hosts, Ed and Louise Sykes have worked
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£160 – £220

hard to realise their vision. Colours and
textures, walls, floors, textiles and countless
paintings sing of the natural environment,
mirroring the pictures presented on the plate.
The menu is anchored on Pembrokeshire’s
rich, wild environment with the emphasis on
seasonality and locality, spiced with a passion
for foraged delicacies. In summertime, there
is also the choice of eating in the less formal
Kitchen Garden. Llys Meddyg is a reflection of
the Newport of today, a spirited seaside town
popular with a new breed of visitor. It’s on the
loveliest, wildest stretch of the Pembrokeshire
coast overlooking magical, mystical Carn Ingli,
the ‘Mountain of the Angels’. Llys Meddyg have
added a quirky twist for their guests by building
a Yurt in the garden. It offers a king sized bed
with a shower en-suite and best of all it has a
wood fired hot tub. A perfect fit for those looking
for a spot of glamping with all the creature
comforts of staying in a luxury hotel.

Single
Rooms
Style

£80 – £269
21
Contemporary

Dbl/Suite £90 – £309
Short Break
From £200
Must do
Explore Wales’ capital city right from the doorstep
Host
Grace Freeman

If location, location, location are your first
three wishes when you select a Welsh Rarebits
hotel, then No 10 Cardiff should be the first
name on the shortlist. Now in experienced
hands, No 10 is a perfect blend of style and
easy personal service, and with its desirably
smart urban address, its jackpot location
makes it a winner for a city break. There are
21 rooms and suites with an eclectic mix of
bespoke hand-picked furniture and finishing
touches. Some rooms have statement fourposter beds, and others have huge monsoon
showers or Japanese plunge tubs. No 10
is no shrinking violet, expect extravagant
splashes of vibrant colour, Italianate beds,
imposing walnut armoires, all cleverly mixed
with contemporary furniture. In order to
keep half an eye on the real world, the hotel
benefits from superfast complimentary Wi-Fi.

There’s a newly re-modelled light and airy
lounge with an adjacent cosy restaurant for
their (in)famous very full No 10 breakfast,
and a carefully well-stocked bar. The city is
a haven for bustling bars and independent
eateries, all within easy reach. Cardiff boasts
restaurants for every taste and budget and
is fast becoming a gastronomic centre for
excellence. We love the National Museum,
a draw for culture vultures, and the Bay
waterfront pulls the crowds on a sunny day.
The imposing 75,000-seater Principality
Stadium, just a minute walk, hosts major
concerts and motorsport events and is
home to the nation’s passionately followed
Rugby team. Cricket fans are not forgotten
as international Test matches are played at
the Swalec Stadium which backs onto the
hotel’s grounds.
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RESTAURANT JAMES SOMMERIN
Penarth

Book Direct 0800 161 5879

35

ST BRIDES SPA HOTEL
Saundersfoot

MEMBERS SINCE 2018

MEMBERS SINCE 2006

FINE DINING now accompanied by FINE ACCOMMODATION as a top chef/patron branches
out, adding rooms to his award-winning restaurant. STYLISH, TASTEFUL BEDROOMS,
many with superb sea views, match the SOPHISTICATED CUISINE.

A seaside hotel for TODAY’S TASTES – modern, sophisticated and unstuffy, designed with
flair. Feeds MIND AND BODY – superb state-of-the-art spa, great food. A VIEW TO DIE FOR,
from its perch on a headland above the sea.

The Esplanade, Penarth CF64 3AU 0800 470 1400
info@jamessommerinrestaurant.co.uk www.jamessommerinrestaurant.co.uk

Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire SA69 9NH 0800 161 5879
reservations@stbridesspahotel.com www.stbridesspahotel.com

Single
Rooms
Style

Single
Rooms
Style

£150 – £170
9
Must do
Contemporary

Dbl/Suite £150 – £170
Short Break
£240 – £260
Enjoy a spectacular Michelin starred dinner at the chef’s table
Hosts
James & Louise Sommerin

Ask anyone who knows anything about food in
Wales and the name James Sommerin soon
crops up. His track record as a chef speaks
for itself – he has been there and done it all.
A few years ago he decided to branch out for
himself, opening his eponymous restaurant on
the seafront at Penarth, a charming Victorian
resort. Predictably, it has been a huge success,
impressing diners and reviewers alike, most
recently being awarded a Michelin star. Now,
James and Louise have taken one step further
by offering the complete ‘restaurant with
rooms’ experience. The rooms are part of a
striking gabled building that – along with the
pier and promenade across the road – pays
homage to Penarth’s period charm (it’s very
different to Cardiff’s new waterfront just across
the bay). Many of the rooms enjoy expansive
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sea views. All, like the restaurant below, are
defined by taste and quality. Discreetly modern
and fashionably uncluttered, their neutral tones
are charged with vivid splashes of colour and
dazzling bathrooms with monsoon showers
and baths. And like the rooms, much thought
has gone into the Sommerins’ purpose-built
restaurant. Cool, sophisticated and decked
out in a palette of greys, browns and creams, it
has a strong sense of place (menus with local
ingredients to the fore, local art on the walls,
and crockery echoing the surroundings). But
the kitchen is star of the show, literally as well
as metaphorically – you catch a glimpse of the
busy team at work as you dine. Ask about the
inclusive midweek dinner B&B packages – and
don’t forget the afternoon teas.

£130 – £205
46
Contemporary

Dbl /Suite £160 – £310
Short Break
£200 – £310
Must do
Relax in our infinity edged treatment pool
Hosts
Andrew & Lindsey Evans

Seaside holidays in Britain are back in
fashion. And it’s all because of places like
St Brides. There are so many ‘wow’ factors
in this stunning Pembrokeshire hotel that
it’s difficult to know where to start. Let’s
begin with the breathtaking location, on a
headland above Saundersfoot harbour and
Carmarthen Bay. It’s a big view that grabs
your attention from almost every room.
Hosts Andrew and Lindsey Evans explain
that ‘the hotel has been designed around the
view’. And design is the operative word, for
the Evanses have overseen the wholesale
remodelling of this hotel, bringing it bang into
the 21st century. Clean lines, muted tones,
big beds, powerful showers, lavish bathrooms,
timber and limestone floors, subtle lighting,
a gleaming bar area… St Brides ticks all the
contemporary boxes. It’s a sophisticated
design package with maritime touches,

not unlike the ‘upscale’ kind of place you’d
expect to find on the eastern seaboard of the
USA. The Evanses aren’t the kind to rest on
their laurels. There are six spacious twobedroomed Garden Suites fully equipped
to offer flexible ‘hotel apartment’- style
accommodation (there’s also a new fitness
suite). St Brides’ star feature is its fabulous
marine spa with its infinity pool (overlooking
that view again), which includes aroma
steam, rock sauna and treatment rooms,
sensation shower, salt infusion room and
ice fountain. The commitment to quality is
carried through into the kitchen, the source of
versatile menus and intense flavours based
on fine Welsh and Pembrokeshire produce
(try the seafood). The final touch comes in
the public areas that double up as a gallery
displaying contemporary Welsh artworks.
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TWR Y FELIN HOTEL
St Davids

MEMBERS SINCE 2016

It’s all about the ART OF CREATING a very special hotel… stunning, specially commissioned
ART on the walls, interior design imbued with ARTISTIC FLAIR, and ARTISAN WORKMANSHIP
applied to no-expense-spared rooms. All in ARTY St Davids.
Ffordd Caerfai, St Davids, Pembrokeshire SA62 6QT 0800 161 5649
stay@twryfelinhotel.com www.twryfelinhotel.com

Single
Rooms
Style

£200 – £370
21
Contemporary

Dbl/Suite £200 – £370
Must do
Visit St Davids art studios and galleries
Host
Paula Ellis

If ever there was a hotel totally in tune with
its surroundings it’s this one. St Davids is a
very arty place. There’s something in the air
in this tiny cathedral city that stirs creativity
and passion. It has certainly worked its magic
on Twr y Felin Hotel. Set in now maturing
landscape grounds, complete with sculpture
garden, Twr y Felin is settling into its
surroundings with ease. It’s part of an
exclusive group we know very well (nearby
Roch Castle and Penrhiw Priory. Twr y Felin
Hotel’s impressing clutch of industry leading
awards emphasises the ambition here.
Described as a ‘contemporary art hotel’
you’ll see striking, bold, arresting paintings
everywhere – over 100, in fact, specially
commissioned from artists of international
repute. It’s indicative of the thought,
inspiration, meticulous planning and
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fastidious execution that have gone into
the renaissance of this gorgeous hotel,
based around a restored and extended
former windmill tower. Correction: the interior
has been crafted more than restored, using
only the finest materials applied with precise
attention-to-detail. The look is cool, clean
and modern, with subdued tones specially
chosen so that the art punches out from
the walls. One space in particular – called,
appropriately enough, Oriel (meaning gallery)
– is probably the most arty lounge we’ve ever
come across. Well proportioned bedrooms
and spacious suites come with uber comfy,
super king-sized beds and impeccable
bathrooms, while two Rosette Blas
restaurant specialises in fine dining
based on locally sourced ingredients.
The Pembrokeshire sense of place is
carefully name checked on every menu.

Book Direct 0800 470 1410 / 0800 161 5629
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PENRHIW PRIORY, St Davids

MEMBERS SINCE 2019

St Davids, Pembrokeshire SA62 6PG 0800 470 1410
stay@penrhiwhotel.com www.penrhiwhotel.com

Dbl/Suite £190 – £240
Host
Bethan Pounder

Rooms
Must do

8
Style
Contemporary
Take a boat trip to Ramsey or Skomer island

38

ROCH CASTLE, St Davids

MEMBERS SINCE 2019

Roch, Pembrokshire SA62 6AQ 0800 161 5629
stay@rochcastle.com www.rochcastle.com

Dbl/Suite £230 – £260
Host
Emma Thomas

Rooms
Must do

6
Style
Contemporary
Walk the vast expanse of Blue Flag Beach Newgale

St David’s, the little city in the far west of
Wales dusted by Celtic magic, has a magnetic
quality. Locals are often heard to say that
‘West is Best’, and artists are drawn by its
light, landscapes and seascapes. Not many
of us have ticked off overnighting in a 12th
century Castle or a Priory from our bucket lists,
and surely very few of us have stayed in either
with this level of luxury. Roch Castle’s iconic
Norman tower commands the surrounding
seascape for miles around. Its hugely thick
12th century walls insulate guests in calm
serenity, warm wood burners and triple
glazed windows make this a cosy place to ride
out a West Wales storm. Penrhiw Priory is a
modern escape from rush and stress. In its
own 12-acre grounds, a stone’s throw from the
Cathedral, it’s a 21st-century temple to design,
comfort and the art of creating the perfect
country bolthole. Its stunning interior spaces,
finished in soothing tones, are enlivened by

splashes of art and sculpture. The landmark
Roch Castle tower is approached via seemingly
magic electric gates which hint at things to come,
and there’s no stuffy hotel style reception desk
here or creaky old four-posters. Classy details
abound, from the heraldic plaque to subtle
lighting, arched doorways to designer staircase,
chunky furnishings to exclusive ceramics and
tapestries. Its bedrooms are style personified,
effortlessly fashionable. Just as at its indulgent
sister properties the Philippe Starck bathrooms
come with luxury toiletries and a 10 on the
fluffy towel scale. The space is calming and
well considered, think designer leather, a gentle
colour palette, and cutting-edge technology.
Help yourself to the well-stocked honesty bar,
a lengthy wine list and sink into a sofa by the
fire. Dinner is served at sister hotel, Twr y Felin,
St David’s, with complimentary transfers
available each evening.
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01
02
03
04

TY MAWR COUNTRY HOTEL
Carmarthen

Soulton Hall, Near Shrewsbury
Manor Townhouse, Fishguard
Mansion House, Llansteffan
Escape, Llandudno

MEMBERS SINCE 2003

OODLES OF CHARM – period features, nooks and crannies, uncluttered bedrooms
with modern touches. GOOD FOOD, mostly organic with the finest local ingredients.
RELAXED SURROUNDINGS, but not remote – lots to see and do locally.
Brechfa, nr Carmarthen SA32 7RA 0800 161 5892
info@wales-country-hotel.co.uk www.wales-country-hotel.co.uk

Single
Rooms
Style

£80
5
Character

Double
Must do
Hosts

£115 – £130
Short Break
£160 – £175
Visit Aberglasney & National Botanic gardens
Annabel & Steve Thomas

Take the country road that winds through
the secluded Cothi Valley and you’ll come
to the beautiful village of Brechfa set in the
forest of the same name. And there you’ll
find a little jewel that shines more brightly
with each passing year (it’s certainly making
a name for itself – it was recently proclaimed
Welsh Country Hotel of the Year). Tŷ Mawr is
an intimate, cream-washed country hideaway
with everything you’d expect of a place
that dates from the 15th/16th centuries –
thick stone walls, old beams, low ceilings,
log fires and cosy nooks and crannies, all
creating a warm, rustic farmhouse feel. But
you sacrifice nothing in terms of creature
comforts. Tŷ Mawr has remodelled, wellappointed bedrooms that blend old with new
– an appealing mix of pine furnishings and
restful neutral colours. It’s easy to see
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why Tŷ Mawr’s experienced and well-travelled
owners, Annabel and Steve Thomas, fell in
love with this spot. And they make sure that
the cooking perfectly complements these
bucolic surroundings. Tŷ Mawr’s suppliers
read like a ‘who’s who’ taken from the
Real Food manifesto highlighting the
importance of fresh, quality local produce.
It’s mostly organic too, and it all contributes
to Tŷ Mawr’s tasty, wholesome Welsh cuisine
simply prepared from the finest ingredients.
The hotel is ‘away-from-it-all’ relaxing but
not forbiddingly remote. Less than half an
hour from the M4, it’s perfectly located for
touring Carmarthenshire, Cardiganshire and
Pembrokeshire and for visiting Carreg Cennen
Castle and the magnificent National Botanic
Garden of Wales. Fishing, walking, shooting
and mountain biking are all available locally.

Part of the Welsh
Rarebits Collection
A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF SMALL HOTELS, INNS, FARMS, GUEST HOUSES
AND PLACES TO EAT THROUGHOUT WALES.

01

02

03

For a free copy of our brochure, go to
our website little-places.co.uk
or call +44 (0)1570 470785
Follow us:

04

01 The Tower, Isle of Anglesey
02 Millstream Cottage, Leominster
03 Fishguard Bay Resort, Fishguard
04	East Jordeston Cottages, Tenby

FROM
LITTLE
ACORNS...
The National Trust has grown
into a national treasure.
Roger Thomas looks at its
past and present.
They had to start somewhere, but bet
you didn’t know that the National Trust,
the UK’s largest heritage body, began life
with a mere 4½ acres of land. We’ll also
be surprised if you know where and when
the acquisition of that land took place.
The year was 1895. The place was Barmouth
on Cardigan Bay. Actually, it was a tiny
headland above Barmouth known as Dinas
Oleu, the ‘Fortress of Light’. Since then, the
Trust has grown into a major landowner and
protector of Britain’s wild spaces, including
great swathes of Snowdonia and the Brecon
Beacons. But it’s perhaps best known for
its work in preserving our built heritage.
Although the stereotypical Trust property is
a grand, many-roomed mansion stuffed with
period furnishings, it endeavours to cover
the entire spectrum of houses of special
significance. In Wales’s case, that translates
into humble farmsteads as well as country
houses, the homes of medieval merchants
and industrial slate barons, Roman gold
mines (near Pumsaint) and even a complete
coastal village (in the case of Porthdinllaen).
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Powis Castle

HERE’S A QUICK RUN-DOWN OF
SOME OF ITS HIGHLIGHTS:
Chirk Castle. The only castle in Wales in
continuous occupation since the 13th
century. See if you can trace its evolution
from border fort to comfy stately home.

A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF COSY COTTAGES, ROMANTIC BOLTHOLES AND
EXCLUSIVE PRIVATE RENTALS FOR SELF-CATERING OR FULLY SERVICED
GETAWAYS IN WALES.

01

Erddig, Wrexham. An unusual house
that is as much about the servants’
‘downstairs’ as it is the master’s ‘upstairs’.
Penrhyn Castle, Bangor. It’s overpowering.
It’s overwhelming. It’s Castle Gormenghast.
Its builder, a Victorian slate magnate, was
VERY wealthy. And he wanted you to know it.
Plas Newydd, Isle of Anglesey. A beautiful
Georgian Gothic mansion set in an equally
beautiful spot on the shores of the Menai
Strait. Its Italianate Rex Whistler mural,
almost 18m/60ft long, is a masterpiece.
Powis Castle, Welshpool. Did this opulent
mansion really begin life as a rough-andready border castle? Actually, it’s more
than a statement house. Its gardens and
Italianate terraces are gorgeous too.

02

03

Tudor Merchant’s House, Tenby. A very fine
residence of its time that pays homage to
Tenby’s prosperous medieval seafaring days.
Ty^ Mawr Wybrnant, near Penmachno.
You could say that this small stone
farmhouse was the saviour of the Welsh
language. It was the home of William Morgan,
born in 1541, who went on to become a
bishop and translator of the Bible into Welsh.
www.nationaltrust.org.uk

For a free copy of our brochure, go to
our website rarehideaways.co.uk
or call +44 (0)1570 470785
Follow us:

04

REVIEW
YOUR STAY

TELL US ALL
ABOUT IT
We value your hotel experience and would be delighted to hear
your feedback about any of our hotels that you have stayed and
dined in over the past 12 months.
Share with us your Rare Review and we will enter you into a prize
draw for a chance to win a £100 Welsh Rarebits gift voucher.
HERE’S HOW YOU CAN SUBMIT YOUR REVIEW:

Go to www.rarebits.co.uk/review-your-stay and complete the online form.
We can’t wait to hear from you.
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Year of Discovery

Landscape
The Brecon Beacons are one of three national
parks in Wales. Although grassy and rounded
(with the occasional sharp edge, carved by
glaciers) they are proper mountains where
the SAS come to train. The Beacons roll away
for over 500 square miles like petrified green
waves. Enjoy their open spaces and big skies
from Rarebits like The Bear, Gliffaes and
Llansantffraed Court, all near Abergavenny.

LOOK NOW
2019 is Wales’s ‘Year of Discovery’.
Look around and you’ll be surprised
by what you find, says Roger Thomas
Wales has been on a bit of a ‘theme’ crusade
this last few years. We’ve had the Year of
Adventure (2016), the Year of Legends (2017)
and the Year of the Sea (2018). Now it’s the
turn of discovery.
Ah, discovery. Now there’s a flexible word.
Discovering what? Discovering how?
The helpful people from Visit Wales have
come up with some guidance to point us
in the right direction.
‘We’re inviting visitors to explore everything
that make us uniquely Wales,’ they say,
‘the places, people, landscapes and
adventures that you won’t find anywhere
else in the world.’
The Year of Discovery also wants to encourage
personal journeys full of those ‘what life’s all
about’ moments. In Wales that can mean
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everything from delving into a treasure
chest of castles (a world-beating 641
at the last count) to finding out if you have
the bottle for a 100mph zip wire flight,
exploring the only national coastal path
on the planet to discovering hidden
lakes, woods and valleys.
Here at Welsh Rarebits we’d like to think
that our hotels are part of this discovery
experience. After all, their hallmark is
individuality, not conformity, personality
not ubiquity. Wales is a country brimming
with character – just like our collection
of unique properties.
Underpinning the Year of Discovery are
three words: landscape, adventure and
culture. To get you in the mood, here’s a
brief guide to it all, using some Rarebits
as springboards.

Pembrokeshire is home to Britain’s only
coastal-based national park, which wraps
itself around south-west Wales for about
200 miles. Its stunning seascapes and
wildlife-rich cliffs and headlands are
easily explored from a number of Rarebits
hotels. We’ll start with St Bride’s Spa at
Saundersfoot, the park’s southern gateway
(more Pembrokeshire hotels are mentioned
in the following ‘Adventure’ section). You’ll be
beside the sea in style – with a clifftop view
to die for. Further into south Pembrokeshire
and just a stone’s throw from the coast
there’s the luxurious Grove at Narberth.
For a north-coast alternative, stay at chic
Llys Meddyg, Newport.

Adventure
Where to begin? North Wales, perhaps, which
has carved out a reputation as the UK’s
adventure capital in recent years thanks to
its zip lines, inland surfing lagoon (a world’s
first), mountain biking, thrilling underground
experiences and the like. We’ve already
mentioned some relevant Rarebits, but need
to add Portmeirion Village and Penmaenuchaf
Hall near Dolgellau (run by two keen cyclists
and very handy for the world-class biking in
the Coed y Brenin Forest Park).
They reckon that the off-the-wall (make that
off-the-cliff?) sport of coasteering was
invented in Pembrokeshire. Go direct to the
source for your aquatic adventures and stay
in or around St Davids at a trio of hotels, all
part of the same arty family – Twr y Felin,
Penrhiw Priory and Roch Castle.
If you really want to get away from it all head
to the least-known of the mountain ranges
in the Brecon Beacons, the ominously named
(and rightly so) Black Mountain. Its inky
glacial lakes of Llyn y Fan Fawr and Fach have
an almost primeval quality. What’s more,
the mountain range is fringed with limestone
gorges, waterfalls and deep caverns, the
most accessible of which are the National
Showcaves for Wales at Dan yr Ogof. Stay
at the Rarebits hotels already mentioned,
though The Falcondale (near Lampeter),
Tŷ Mawr (Brechfa) and The Cawdor (Llandeilo)
are also well-placed.

Snowdonia is the really tough one. This rocky,
rugged national park of a whopping 843 square
miles is named after the highest mountain in
Wales and England. It has its seductive side
too, along sublime estuaries like the
Mawddach, where mountains slide into
the sea. Soak up the experience – in more
ways than one – at Rarebits newcomer
Coes Faen Spa Lodge, Barmouth.
Further north, you’re into serious Snowdonia,
though you don’t have to be a hardcore
hiker to get to grips with the landscape.
Again, there are plenty of Rarebits options.
Here are a few (more are covered elsewhere):
Bodysgallen Hall and Spa and St George’s
Hotel, both at Llandudno, Conwy’s Sychnant
Pass Country House, and Tŷ’n Rhos
near Caernarfon.
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Welsh culture is also expressed
through its ‘croeso’, its warm
welcome, and strong ‘sense of place’.

gourmetwales.co.uk
Evocative food and drink, real flavour, genuine farm to fork, passionate artisan
producers, regional hard to find delicacies, direct to your table from Wales,
the UK’s Natural Health Service.
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Culture
Let’s not dwell on the clichéd image of ladies
dressed in shawls and top hats. That’s not
representative of Welsh culture. Think more
in terms of the vibrant, forward-looking
capital of Cardiff, the way the traditional
language of Wales fuels a contemporary,
arty, youthful scene and how Wales’s rich
history and heritage are expressed at its
castles, museums and galleries.
Explore Harlech Castle and its newly
installed ‘floating bridge’ from – where else?
– Castle Cottage, and discover what Cardiff
has to offer on a city break, staying at
No 10 townhouse in trendy Pontcanna
(you won’t do it all in a day). Restaurant
James Sommerin’s rooms just across
Cardiff Bay at Penarth are a tasty
(forgive the pun) choice too.
The Isle of Anglesey played a crucial role in
Wales’s story. Môn Mam Cymru, ‘Mother of
Wales’, is scattered with historic sites from
prehistoric to recent times, like Barclodiad y
Gawres neolithic tomb, medieval Beaumaris
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Castle (possibly the finest of Wales’s four
World Heritage fortresses), and treasurefilled Plas Newydd country house, dating
from the 15th century. Rarebits hotels on
the island are The Bull and Tre-Ysgawen
Hall and Spa.
Welsh culture is also expressed through its
‘croeso’, its warm welcome, and strong ‘sense
of place’. You’ll definitely know you’re in Wales
if you stay at Y Talbot, smack in the middle of
Welsh-speaking heartlands on the edge of
the wild Cambrian Mountains. It’s the same
story at Aberystwyth’s Gwesty Cymru, which
expressed its modern Welsh identity through
an inspired choice of fabrics, décor and
artwork. And just down the Cardigan Bay
coast at Aberaeron there’s The Harbourmaster,
another entirely successful fusion of traditional
Welsh values and contemporary flair.

For more on the Year of Discovery go to
www.visitwales.com

BUY WELSH HAMPERS
& ARTISAN FOOD
PRODUCTS AT
gourmetwales.co.uk

The Perfect
Complement
make any cocktail, mocktail or meal
an extraordinary occasion

Visit the award-winning
Penderyn Dissllery Visitor Centre
Exhibiion, Dissllery, Tassng Bar & Shop
Book online at www.penderyn.wales
Penderyn Dissllery
Penderyn, Rhondda Cynon Taff, CFFF SX

www.llanllyrsource.com

rarebits.co.uk

Food & Drink

FESTIVALS
FOR
FOODIES
FEBRUARY

Cardiff Viva! Vegan Festival
Cardiff City Hall, Cardiff
Whether you’re vegan, veggie or just
v-curious go along and indulge in
delicious food and experience what
the vegan lifestyle is all about.

www.viva.org.uk/festivals/cardiff-2019
MAY

Welsh Perry and Cider Festival,
South-east Wales, Caldicot Castle
If you’re fond of a tipple, this is the event
for you. From small beginnings it has
grown to showcase over 70 different
ciders and perries.

www.welshcider.co.uk
JUNE

Newcastle Emlyn Food Festival
From cheese to chutneys and burgers
to beer, an event for everyone’s taste.
Demonstrations from top chefs and
live music too.

www.emlynfoodfestival.org.uk

Hay-On-Wye Summer Food Festival
This one-day gourmet gathering is well
worth a visit. A festival of locally sourced
food and drink with more than 50 stalls,
plus live music

www.breconbeacons.org

Monmouthshire Food Festival
Caldicot Castle
The food producers from Monmouthshire
and neighbouring counties together with
the finest producers from across Wales.

www.monmouthshirefestival.co.uk
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All self-respecting foodies have heard of
the Abergavenny Food Festival, possibly
the UK’s top culinary gathering. But it’s
just one of many in Wales, reflecting the
country’s passion for all things edible
and local. Here’s a run-down of some
of the best taking place in 2019:
JULY

Cardiff International
Food and Drink Festival
Over 100 specialist food producers take
over Cardiff Bay. Delicious farmhouse
cheeses, tempting local liqueurs and
a waterside champagne bar.

www.visitcardiff.com

Cardigan Bay Seafood Festival,
Aberaeron
The freshest catches from Cardigan Bay’s
gleaming waters, along with freshwater
fish and great local produce.

www.aberaeronfishfest.info

Lampeter Food Festival
Live cookery demonstrations, music and
food from across Wales. Indulge your
sweet tooth with Carmarthenshire honey
ice cream or go savoury with tangy
Snowdonia cheese.

www.lampeterfoodfestival.org.uk
AUGUST

Cardigan River and Food Festival
A key fixture on the Welsh foodie calendar
with more than 70 producers taking
part. Sit and enjoy your purchases in
the riverside ‘food court’.

www.cardigan-food-festival.co.uk

Brecon Beacons Summer Fayre, Libanus
A fun, family event that’s not just about
food. Art, craft and music too, plus
children’s activities and live entertainment.
Held in the beautifully located National
Park Visitor Centre near Brecon.

www.breconbeacons.org

OCTOBER

Neath Food & Drink Festival
A true celebration of local produce
and Neath’s historic market town
atmosphere, with over 70 exhibitors,
cooking demonstrations, tastings,
talks, walks and live music.

www.neathfoodfestival.co.uk
SEPTEMBER

St Fagans Food Festival
Showcases everything from traditional
Welsh fayre to cutting-edge cuisine as
well as its fabulous location: the open-air
National History Museum near Cardiff,
a collection of historic buildings from
all over Wales.

www.museumwales.ac.uk

Beaumaris Food Festival
The historic town comes alive with chef
demonstrations, stalls for food, drink,
artisan micro-producers and crafts,
medieval re-enactments, music and
children’s entertainment.

www.beaumarisfoodfestival.co.uk

Abergavenny Food Festival
Wales’s flagship food event is an explosion
of tastes and aromas with a carnival
atmosphere. It’s a mouthwatering
showcase of the best the country has to
offer. Observer Food Monthly was spot-on
when it said: ‘Abergavenny is to food
as Cannes is to film’.

www.abergavennyfoodfestival.com

Mold Food Festival
Pick up cookery tips from celebrity chefs
and enjoy delicious Welsh goodies from
over 100 producers.

www.moldfoodfestival.co.uk

Narberth Food Festival
Small but perfectly formed, Narberth
wins on fun and friendliness. Cookery
demonstrations from top chefs, stalls,
children’s activities and prizes.

www.narberthfoodfestival.com

Brecon Beacons Food Festival
More than 50 stalls in the town’s
historic market hall offer the tastiest
local produce.

www.breconbeacons.org

Newport Food Festival
One of Wales’s youngest urban food
events focusing on local food producers
and restaurants. Programme includes
cooking demonstrations, a variety of
stalls and lots of live music.

www.newportfoodfestival.co.uk

Hamper Llangollen
Quality food and drink in the local
producers’ market plus live cookery
classes and workshops where you
can pick up exciting new recipes or
learn about traditional dishes.

www.llangollenfoodfestival.com

Gwledd Conwy Feast
Great Welsh food, cooking demonstrations
from top chefs, live music and art,
with Conwy’s medieval castle as a
spectacular backdrop.

www.gwleddconwyfeast.co.uk
DECEMBER

Portmeirion Food & Craft Festival
In addition to local produce and crafts
there is a full programme of entertainment
including chefs giving seasonal cooking
demonstrations using the best local produce.
Musical entertainment also features.

www.portmeirion-village.com
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Gordon Ramsay or Jamie Oliver?
Gordon Ramsey
Ramsay Daniel
Gordon Ramsay
Gordon Ramsay
Gordon Ramsay

Ludovic
James
Dafydd
John

THE CHEFS

Welsh rarebit or cheese sandwich?
Welsh rarebit Ludovic
Rarebit Daniel
Cheese sandwich James
Welsh rarebit Dafydd
Welsh rarebit John

Who would you like to cook for and why?

Any of my ex Head chefs to show them
how far I have come Ludovic
Peter Green (Fleetwood Mac) because food
and music make me happy Daniel
My Mum - ‘Mum passed away when I was 21
and she never got the chance to see me become
a Head Chef or achieve a Michelin Star.’ James
Geraint Thomas, Legend Dafydd
My Dad, who has passed away. I’d like to
show him what we are up to now John

Each year, we’ll be
putting some Welsh
Rarebits chefs on the
spot. Here’s Question
Time 2019.

Favourite Welsh Rarebits restaurant
(apart from your own, obviously)?
Your cooking style in a word (or two)?

SINGING
FOR THEIR
SUPPER

Classy French with Welsh ingredients Ludovic
Dirty Daniel
Flavour Driven James
Classical Dafydd
Modern Welsh John

Biggest influence?

We’re paying, where in the world
do you want to eat?

My Mum Ludovic
My Mom Daniel
Quality Ingredients James
Marco Pierre White Dafydd
My Dad John

Alinea, Chicago Ludovic
Faviken (Sweden) Daniel
Lunch – Aqua, Germany & Dinner –
Mirazur, France James
The Araki, London Dafydd
Per Se in New York John

Favourite local produce?

Any other passions apart from cooking?

Halen Môn sea salt Ludovic
Rhug Estate Lamb Daniel
Lamb – Old Cogan Farm Penarth James
Cambrian Mountain Lamb Dafydd
Anything we grow here at
Bodysgallen Hall John
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Castle Cottage, Harlech Ludovic
Harbourmaster Daniel
The Grove – Neil & Zoe always make us feel
really welcome and relaxed James
Portmeirion Village Dafydd
James Sommerin John

Watching cooking programmes Ludovic
My vinyl collection and mountain biking Daniel
Fishing James
Rugby, Cricket & Cycling Dafydd
Nothing of late, however I must dust off
my golf clubs one day! John

LUDOVIC
DIEUMEGARD
Harbourmaster

DANIEL
PEATE
Penmaenuchaf Hall

JAMES
SOMMERIN
Restaurant
James Sommerin

DAFYDD
WATKIN
Y Talbot

JOHN
WILLIAMS
Bodysgallen Hall
& Spa
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Fine Wines Direct
from the importer

Bringing Welsh food to the table

Fine Wines Direct UK the leading UK
independent wine importer and supplier.
We offer bespoke services to suit all your needs; through personal,
friendly and exceptional service, and:
• A range of over 1000 wines, champagne, fortified wines and spirits
• Exclusive importers of selected wines
• Wine at all price points, and representing exceptional value-for-money
• Vineyard bottled wines only
• Quick and flexible in-house delivery service
242 Penarth Road, Cardiff CF11 8TU
Tel: 029 2078 7500 Fax: 029 2078 7510
Email: enquiries@finewinesdirectuk.com
www.finewinesdirectuk.com

With over 30 years’ experience in the foodservice industry,
Castell Howell Foods are proud to be associated with Welsh Rarebits.
Creating truly wonderful food requires passion, skill, imagination and the
finest Welsh produce. Our range is designed to reflect the ever-evolving
world of dining, to bring a unique and diverse blend of flavours and
creations to the Welsh table.

CAstell Howell Foods Ltd, Cross Hands Food park, Cross Hands, carmarthenshire SA14 6SX

Order Line: 01269 846080

www.chfoods.co.uk

WHAT WE DO
Representing more than 700 companies in a sector that employs 3.2 million
people, UKHospitality speaks for a sector that represents 10% of UK
employment (11% in Wales), 6% of businesses and 5% of GDP.
UKHospitality Cymru seeks to unlock the industry’s full potential as one of the
biggest engines for growth in the economy and to ensure that the industry’s
needs are effectively represented by engaging with government, the media,
employees and customers. Our key priorities are the future workforce of the
sector, tackling the excessive tax burden the sector faces and ensuring that
regulation on business is proportionate.

UK HOSPITALITY

3.2

£130bn

JOIN NOW

million in U.K.
people employed directly
(plus 2.8m indirectly)

p.a. in turnover

174

K in Wales

MA KE YO UR
VO ICE HEA RD

LEGA L A DV ICE
HELPLIN E

I N SI GHTS &
I N TELLI GEN CE

N ATIO N A L &
REGIO N A L EV EN T S

HELPIN G
YO U CO MPLY

CATERIN G PRI MA RY
AUTHO RI TY

I N D USTRY SPECI A LI ST
EX PERTS

SUPPLIER
SAV IN GS

SUPPO RT

MEMBERSHIP
SERVICES

NETWORKING

BE PART OF A
COMMUNITY

TAX RECEIPTS

£39bn

c.

in direct gross
tax receipts

UKHOSPITALITY CYMRU
PRO MOTE

W E PRO MOTE THE SECTO R SO W E A RE
N OTICED A N D TREATED FA IRLY

PROTECT

W E PROV IDE A DV ICE TO PROTECT OUR
MEMBERS' CO MMERCIA L IN TERESTS

PREV EN T

W E LO BBY TO PREV EN T RESTRICTIV E
L EGISL ATIO N O R TA XATIO N

TO JOIN OR TO FIND OUT MORE, GO TO
w w w.ukhosp it alit y.org .uk/ page/Membership
@UKHofficial

/ UKHosp it alit y

/ com p any/ ukhosp it alit y

A family company since 1912, our
fabrics are the result of ways of
thinking, working + living handed
down through three generations.
The knowledge and expert skills
of all our staff, past & present,
keep the tradition of Welsh
weaving alive at Melin Tregwynt
Today our blankets, throws and
cushions can be found worldwide; from hip hotels to design
led stores, in galleries and in
museums, on film and TV.
We always try to make things
that are useful and beautiful to
look at and just right for you.
We offer customised short runs
and exclusive designs for hotels,
designers and design led stores.

Melin Tregwynt, Castlemorris,
Haverfordwest, Pembs, SA62 5UX
T
F
E
W

+44 (0)1348 891 225
+44 (0)1348 891 694
info@melintregwynt.co.uk
melintregwynt.co.uk

Woven in Wales.
melintregwynt.co.uk

With luxury hotels, world-class golf courses, sensational spas and delicious
dining, this unique destination is bursting with...

BURSTING TO
DISCOVER THE
CELTIC MANOR
COLLECTION

PLACES TO STAY
Four unique and individual
hotels including the charming
19th century Manor House,
idyllic Newbridge on Usk
country inn, stylish Coldra
Court Hotel, and the five star
Resort Hotel with its luxurious
Signature Collection of
rooms and suites.

WAYS TO RELA X
The luxurious Forum Spa
offers visitors a sanctuary
from the world of deadlines,
rushing and stress. With
the finest treatments from
Elemis, you are assured of
that little bit of nourishment
for the body and spirit.

FUN TO BE HAD
Fantastic adventure activities
add an extra element of
fun and excitement perfect
for children, couples
and families. Experience
everything from archery,
adventure golf and laser
clays, to a thrilling high and
low ropes treetop adventure.

Nestled in 2,000 acres of rolling parkland and wooded hills in the beautiful
Usk Valley, only two hours from London, the Celtic Manor Collection is a
luxurious destination on a grand scale.

DELICIOUS DINING
Whatever tickles your
tastebuds, at Celtic Manor
guests are spoilt for choice
with no fewer than seven
sensational restaurants and
six vibrant bars offering
everything from awardwinning signature steaks to
Asian-inspired flavours.

PLAY LIKE A PRO
As you would expect
of a renowned Ryder
Cup venue, the golfing
facilities are exceptional.
As well as three stunning
championship golf
courses and two luxurious
clubhouses, there is also a
world-class Golf Academy
offering expert tuition and
custom club fitting.

BOLD & BRILLIANT
With plans well underway
for a new state-of-the-art
International Convention
Centre Wales opening in
2019, designed to attract
major events from around
the world, Celtic Manor is
firmly focused on building
brilliance and leading
the way.

Discover more at celtic-manor.com or call 01633 410262
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Great cider is a timeless joy to us
at Apple County. We make real cider
and perry from 100% freshly pressed
juice. Each cider is made from a single
variety of bitter-sweet apples all
grown in local orchards.
We approach cider-making with all the skills
and reverence of a traditional winemaker,
allowing the distinctive flavours of each
variety to develop through a slow, cool
fermentation.

Ireland’s Blue Book is a collection of Irish country house hotels, manor
houses, castles and restaurants. Located throughout the island of Ireland
these charming and stylish hideaways are perfect for your holiday in Ireland.

For your free copy of the Ireland’s Blue Book guide,
please email your postal address to mail@irelandsbluebook.com
www.irelandsbluebook.com / T +353 1 676 9914

Our ciders have won acclaim from chefs,
critics, writers, and foodies alike. Valentine
Warner, Oz Clarke and Pete Brown have all
expressed their appreciation for Apple
County Cider.

www.applecountycider.co.uk

Our cider is made on Whitehouse Farm
near Skenfrith in Monmouthshire. This lush
county is nestled between the Brecon
Beacons National Park and the Wye Valley
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, and
is peppered with historic castles. From the
farm, we enjoy stunning views across the
Monnow valley where the river marks the
Welsh border.
If you are visiting, enjoy a tasting at our
cellar door or soak up the view on our
3 mile orchard walk. If you are staying at
one of the Welsh Rarebits Hotels then
ask for an Apple County Cider at the bar.
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ACCESS
The map shows you how easy it is to get
to Wales. Excellent motorway links make
car journeys quick and straightforward.
Wales is only a few hours from London
and England’s South-East, and less
than an hour from Manchester.
Rail connections are also excellent – just
over two hours, capital to capital, from
London to Cardiff. There are also rapid
services to North Wales. If you are
travelling to Wales by rail, you can pick
up a hire car at some main towns and cities.
There are five sea crossings from Ireland:
Dublin and Dun Laoghaire to Holyhead,
Rosslare to Fishguard and Pembroke Dock.
London-Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted
Airports are well placed for access to
Wales, with uninterrupted motorway links.
Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham and
Bristol Airports are even nearer. Cardiff
Airport has connecting services worldwide
via Amsterdam, Dublin, Paris and Doha.
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Bodysgallen
The Bull
Castle Cottage
Coes Faen Spa Lodge
The Hand
Penmaenuchaf Hall
Pen-y-Dyffryn
Porth Tocyn
Portmeirion Village
St George’s Hotel
Sychnant Pass
Tre-Ysgawen Hall
Tyddyn Llan
Tŷ’n Rhos
Bear Hotel
Caemorgan Mansion
The Falcondale
Gliffaes
Gwesty Cymru
Harbourmaster
Lake Country House
Lake Vyrnwy
Metropole
Peterstone Court
Y Talbot
The Cawdor, Llandeilo
The Corran Resort & Spa
The Grove, Narberth
Holm House
Lanelay Hall
Llansantffraed Court
Llys Meddyg
No 10 Cardiff
Restaurant James Sommerin
St Brides Spa
Twr-y-Felin Hotel
Penrhiw Priory
Roch Castle
Tŷ Mawr Country Hotel
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WELSH RAREBITS
Tyglyn Aeron, Lampeter,
Ceredigion SA48 8DD, Wales, UK
Reservations 0800 103 2660
General enquiries +44 (0) 1570 470785
Email info@rarebits.co.uk
Website rarebits.co.uk
090 WELSH RAREBITS

